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2 Preface

Preface

The Coordinating Committee of the National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina ap-
proved the establishment and funding of an interdisciplinary working group on 
government debt in the fall of 2011. The subject has been – and remains – a topic 
of heated debate in politics, the media, business and the public and even between 
states. Many of the opinions voiced are not only controversial but also frequently 
based on dogmas, economic interests and false analogies. Two events added fuel 
to the public debate in Germany: the financial and economic crisis that started in 
2007/08, followed by the debt crisis of some euro-area member states in 2010, and 
the amendment to the German constitution (still known in Germany as the Basic 
Law, or Grundgesetz) in 2009 to incorporate the debt brake. An interdisciplinary 
working group called “Government Debt in Democracies: Causes, Effects and Lim-
its”, composed of the Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften (Ber-
lin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities) (lead), acatech – Deutsche 
Akademie der Technikwissenschaften (National Academy of Science and Engineering) 
and the Leopoldina – Nationale Akademie der Wissenschaften (German National 
Academy of Sciences), was formed for the purpose of helping to raise awareness of 
this topic among policymakers and the public by compiling and answering fundamen-
tal questions on government debt.

The topic is, however, also being debated hotly by academics involved in the subject. 
Each member of the working group brought to the table what Charles P. Kindleberger 
used to refer to as strong priors, i.e. they already had a strong opinion on the utility 
or risks of government debt. The plurality of views was very large, and an assessment 
of the members’ willingness to modify their positions during the discussion process in 
order to incorporate new information was very difficult. Some members of the work-
ing group wondered – not only at the beginning of our consultations but long into the 
discussion process – whether it would even be at all possible to arrive at a report on 
which all parties could agree. However, the participants’ interest in the topic and their 
willingness to reach a consensus on core takeaways from the different positions won 
the day over dogma for its own sake. Group dynamics played an important role in this 
process.

Usually, theories developed by individuals in any given scientific field are subjected to 
rigorous scientific discourse. Owing to the wide variety of opinions among the orig-
inators of these theories, this leads to the creation of competing schools of thought, 
i.e. groups of scientists who advocate similar or identical ideas. In order to be able to 
empirically test the purported and crucial cause and effect relationships in experi-
ments or by observation, theories inevitably imply the need to sharply blunt the forces 
interacting among one another in the real world. Through model assumptions a whole 
bunch of parameters with real-world relevance are excluded from the observations, 
while describing and defining the environment in which the empirical examination of 
the causal link alleged in the model can be carried out. Due to the differences in the 
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model assumptions, schools of thought can co-exist even though, for instance, their 
positions in disputes are irreconcilable. Although the composition of the working 
group offered the ideal conditions to prompt this, it chose the previously described 
avenue.

The array of diverging opinions was documented during the course of a two-day 
international symposium on Government Debt in Democracies: Causes, Effects, and 
Limits which was part of the project that took place at the Berlin-Brandenburg Acad-
emy of Sciences and Humanities (BBAW) in late fall 2012.1 Apart from members of 
the working group, presenters included renowned scholars and experts on the topic, 
such as, from the United States, Robert E. Hall (Stanford), Harald Uhlig (Chicago), 
Alan J. Auerbach (Berkeley) and Gauti B. Eggertson (Brown University), as well as 
Richard C. Koo (Tokyo) from Japan and Jakob de Haan (Groningen), Norbert Gail-
lard (Paris) und Gernot J. Müller (Bonn) from Europe. The findings were published 
in a special edition of the German Economic Review.2 The subject was also the topic 
of animated debate in a public lecture series of working group members over the 
course of four evenings from November 2013 to January 2014. Controversy was in-
tentionally built into each evening by teaming up pairs of speakers with diametrically 
opposed views.

There are more than enough clashing points of view on the subject. Although this 
may make for stimulating discussions, it usually leaves the audience afterwards with 
the following impression: We are still confused, though at a much higher level. The 
working group wanted to go beyond the sound bites (some of which even scholars are 
guilty of) which are a staple of talk shows. It sought to reduce the widespread igno-
rance of, and confusion on, the topic among politicians, the media and the general 
public as well as to tear down stereotypes. To this end, we needed to practice what we 
preached by, as far as possible, reconciling dissenting opinions within the working 
group. We wanted to deliver a report that, with its consensus on core elements of the 
public debt issue, would help raise awareness and – as was the case within the work-
ing group during the compilation process – to overcome slavish obedience to ortho-
doxy.3

Apart from our specific recommendations (see the conclusion and executive summa-
ry), our main recommendation is that it is a bad idea to censor one’s own – or anyone 
else’s – opinions on the topic of government debt, and that, when the situation on the 
ground changes, it is usually a good time to revise one’s position on the matter!

On behalf of the working group, I would like to thank the six reviewers of an earlier 
version of the report: Claudia Buch, Martin Hellwig, Kai Konrad, Manfred Schmidt, 
Jan-Egbert Sturm and Christian Waldhoff. They also made important contributions to 
the structure and content of the text. The working group discussed their suggestions 
and critical remarks in a day-long session and incorporated as many of them in the 
final report as possible.4

April 2015 Carl-Ludwig Holtfrerich
 Spokesperson
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Abstract

I. Background and objectives

1. The worldwide financial and econom-
ic crisis caused government debt to sky-
rocket. The German population, particu-
larly sensitized by its experiences with 
two currency reforms, each of which 
followed a World War funded by gov-
ernment debt, was particularly spooked. 
Nevertheless, the ratio of general gov-
ernment debt to gross domestic prod-
uct (GDP), or government debt-to GDP 
ratio, has risen since the mid-1970s not 
only in Germany, but in almost all OECD 
countries, after having initially fallen af-
ter the Second World War or remained at 
the same low level. German reunification 
drove the government debt-to-GDP ratio 
up from 40 percent in 1991 to 60 percent 
in 1997.

2. The German government debt-to-GDP 
ratio rose by an additional 17 percent-
age points following the recent financial 
and economic crisis; this prompted the 
enshrinement of the debt brake in the 
German constitution in 2009. Yet this 
has failed to quell the public debate on 
government debt; it is being shaped by 
a confluence of fears, misjudgments and 
one-sided assertions. This report aims 
to clarify misconceptions held within the 
general public, fill knowledge gaps and 
shed light on what can be confusing dis-
cussion by presenting and explaining the 
existing evidence in economic, political 
and social sciences. Though confined to 
the determinants, the problems and the 
effects of government debt in the Federal 
Republic of Germany, this report does not 
ignore international influences, interde-
pendencies and experiences.

II. General information 

3. The public sector can finance its ex-
penditure by imposing taxes and other 
compulsory payments or by borrow-
ing. Revenues from other sources (pri-
vate-sector activity, shares, privatization) 
are generally inconsequential. Borrowing 
produces follow-up costs in the form of 
interest due and possibly principal pay-
ments in future fiscal years. Traditionally 
– according to the so-called golden rule – 
only spending for productivity-enhancing 
investments should be funded by borrow-
ing, as it enlarges the pot from which debt 
is serviced.

4. All private or public debt results from 
lending, and thus the creation of an equiv-
alent amount of monetary assets, like 
two sides of the same coin. The increase 
in lending and debt can lead to economic 
progress if it is used for productivity-en-
hancing investments. However, the gov-
ernment is the only borrower which, be-
cause it has a monopoly on the use of force, 
can generate compulsory revenues by levy-
ing taxes. Seen from this angle, the general 
public is on the hook for public debt, which 
typically allows the government sector to 
borrow on capital markets at more favora-
ble conditions than private debtors.

5. Governments borrow if current spend-
ing is not completely covered by current 
revenues. This borrowing, known as fi-
nancial liabilities, constitutes the annual 
net new debt, which does not include bor-
rowing meant for debt rescheduling or the 
rolling-over of loans from previous fiscal 
years. The net new debt and the loans for 
debt rescheduling and follow-on financing 
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together form gross new borrowing, the 
sum of which is much higher and needs 
to be authorized by parliament. The ratio 
of net new debt to gross domestic prod-
uct is referred to as the deficit ratio. This 
is, however, different from the debt level, 
which is equal to the sum (positive and 
negative) of previous net new debt and 
forms the numerator of the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio.

6. Public financial liabilities are explicit, 
securitized debt obligations, in contrast to 
so-called implicit, hidden or prospective 
public debt. The latter refers to future le-
gal intergenerational obligations incurred 
by the public sector, such as pension obli-
gations for government officials. They also 
include future public sector payment obli-
gations that cannot, however, be equated 
with explicit debt. Firstly, all legal obliga-
tions (laws on social security and welfare 
as well as on government subsidies), i.e. 
a large part of overall public expenditure, 
are actually implicit government debt. 
Secondly, future legal obligations can be 
modified by legislators – social benefits 
can be cut – while explicit government 
debt cannot be unilaterally modified, ex-
cept for sovereign default.

7. In a macroeconomic perspective, the 
distinction between internal (domestic) 
and external (foreign) public indebted-
ness is very significant. In the case of do-
mestic indebtedness, society as a whole is 
simultaneously both debtor and creditor 
(“we owe it to ourselves”). Government 
debt corresponds – either directly or in-
directly through financial institutions – to 
creditor assets in the form of government 
securities and, in macroeconomic terms, 
both offset each other. Especially in the 
case of domestic indebtedness, govern-
ment debt therefore differs substantially 
from the indebtedness of private individu-
als. What is more, government can impose 
compulsory levies on its citizens due to its 
monopoly on the use of force, and it holds 
a monopoly on determining legal tender. 

Therefore, it can also use inflation as a 
means of taxation if it still has a nation-
al central bank which sets that country’s 
monetary policy. In a currency union such 
as the European Monetary Union (EMU), 
however, this is not possible, as the su-
pranational and independent European 
Central Bank (ECB) sets monetary policy. 
Then again, none of this applies to foreign 
currency-denominated external debt; the 
public debtor is no better off than a pri-
vate individual debtor.

III. Determinants of government 
debt

8. Government debt is said to perform 
three functions: 1. a stabilizing func-
tion, 2. a bridging function and 3. a bur-
den-shifting function. To stabilize the 
macro economy, government should pay 
down debt when the economy shows signs 
of overheating and should be willing to 
run up additional debt to fight recession. 
In Germany it is primarily “automatic sta-
bilizers” such as unemployment insurance 
or the (personal) income tax which come 
into play. The bridging function describes 
the goal of tax smoothing. The state should 
not change tax rates in the short term, e.g. 
in the case of a cyclically-induced drop in 
revenues or a temporary rise in spending 
in response to a disaster, but should then 
temporarily finance its spending through 
borrowing. Finally, if the benefits creat-
ed through spending in the current fiscal 
year also benefit future taxpayers, then 
tax burdens should be shifted and spread 
over time. Public investment can there-
fore be funded through borrowing (un-
der the pay as you use principle). But the 
extent to which the performance of these 
three functions of government debt can 
explain its actual development remains 
questionable. However the influence of 
financial and banking crises, whose fiscal 
costs caused government debt-to-GDP ra-
tio to skyrocket, especially after 2008, is 
undoubtedly significant.
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9. Government debt in modern democ-
racies is influenced mainly by (socio)eco-
nomic factors such as economic growth, 
economic cycles, banking crises, wars or 
demographic change. In addition, there are 
also political elements specific to constitu-
tional democracies. The politico-economic 
approach essentially rests on the premise 
that government debt – by shifting tax bur-
dens to the future – is capable of reducing 
the political costs of funding government 
spending, as it is difficult for individual 
taxpayers to make an exact assessment of 
future tax burdens (known as the “fiscal il-
lusion”). What is more, future tax liabilities 
for debt servicing matter less to older voters 
since their life expectancy is lower than that 
of younger voters. However, it seems rath-
er unrealistic to assume that voters fully 
take into consideration these future liabil-
ities (Ricardian equivalence proposition). 
On the other hand, there is no empirical 
evidence that elections cause a short-term 
spike in government borrowing or that 
left-wing parties are particularly inclined 
to increase public debt. It has, however, 
been asserted that, in fragmented political 
systems composed of coalitions compris-
ing many parties, it is especially difficult 
to reduce government debt. If the finance 
minister and head of the executive branch 
of government have a strong position, this 
will tend to dampen government debt.

10. Changes in social values and mores 
have had little impact on government debt 
growth. It also cannot be proven that, as 
is often assumed, the welfare state is re-
sponsible for the rise in government debt. 
Though social welfare spending makes up 
a large chunk of the public budget, this 
says little about how it is financed, i.e. 
through borrowing or levies and taxes.

IV. Economic limits of 
government debt 

11. In order to cap government debt, pol-
icymakers need to know how sustainable 

the debt is. The deficit ratio and the gov-
ernment debt-to GDP ratio, both of which 
have GDP in the denominator, are the 
most important indicators. An additional 
central indicator is the primary balance 
of the public budget – the difference be-
tween revenues and expenditures of the 
current budget, excluding interest pay-
ments on spending and asset sales on the 
revenue side. If the primary surplus ex-
ceeds interest payments, the debt will fall. 
If it is lower, or if a primary deficit exists, 
the opposite applies.

12. As the role of GDP as the denominator 
is the decisive metric, the real interest rate 
over GDP growth is the main determinant 
of sustainability. As long as the real inter-
est rate exceeds GDP growth, a permanent 
primary surplus will need to be generated 
in the long run in order to service interest 
payments. On the other hand, a long-term 
primary deficit in the public budget is pos-
sible only if real GDP growth outpaces the 
real interest rate. The jury is still out on 
how the interest rate to growth ratio will 
unfold, even though without it, no mean-
ingful assessment of whether or not to in-
crease government debt is possible.

13. It is not possible to define a set thresh-
old percentage above which the govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio negatively im-
pacts economic growth. Furthermore, 
the cause-and-effect relationship is not 
clear: does high government debt impair 
growth? Or does low or negative growth 
increase government debt? Again, the jury 
is still out here.

14. Public investments also affect the 
sustainability of government debt, as 
they can increase the productivity of pri-
vate sector activities and thus promote 
economic growth. Empirical research on 
whether public investment is more or 
less productive than private investment is 
inconclusive and controversial. Further-
more, productivity also depends on the 
stock and quality of the infrastructure. 
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ed government consumption spending 
crowds out private investment. This di-
minishes future generations’ potential 
output, particularly in the case of full 
employment. (2) One school of thought 
rejects the macroeconomic aggregation of 
multiple generations and views bondhold-
ers and taxpayers separately. Bondholders 
acquire securities by choice, whereas fu-
ture generations of taxpayers cannot opt 
out of paying taxes. (3) As the generations 
overlap, cutting taxes today particularly 
benefits those who will not have to foot 
the bill later on. The extent of these three 
burden-shifts is empirically uncertain and 
fraught with controversy.

17. The effects of government debt 
on the interpersonal income distribution 
are totally unclear. This is the case, be-
cause holders of government bonds and 
taxpayers overlap. There is no empirical 
research on the actual effects so that over-
all, no conclusive statements can be made 
at this stage.

VI. Effects of government 
borrowing

18. High government debt-to-GDP ratios 
have often given rise to fears that the gov-
ernment will (hyper)inflate away its debt 
by printing money. Such fears are par-
ticularly prevalent in Germany. Howev-
er, the legal and institutional regulations 
governing the European Union explicitly 
prohibit the printing of money in order to 
finance government spending. As the pri-
mary objective of the independent ECB is 
to maintain price stability, indebted gov-
ernments have to cope with government 
debt by reining in spending instead of 
through monetary policy measures.

19. Numerous studies on the extent of 
multiplier effects of an expansionary fiscal 
policy during a financial crisis have shown 
that the effect of debt-funded government 
spending on growth and employment 

Nevertheless, there is a preponderance of 
evidence to indicate that Germany needs 
public investment, especially as net gov-
ernment wealth has probably diminished 
significantly since the early 1990s.

15. Demographic trends will affect public 
budgets going forward. The surge in the 
65-and-up population will lead to increased 
spending on social security benefits and 
pensions. The amount of fiscal consolida-
tion necessary in this area will depend on 
two factors: the evolution of the interest 
rate to growth ratio and future laws and 
regulations governing social security and 
pension entitlements. The extension of en-
titlement programs, such as the increases 
in retirement benefits recently passed by 
Germany’s “grand coalition” government, 
will widen the sustainability gap of public 
finances, which will need to be closed at a 
later stage through renewed budget cuts.

V. Burden shifting as a
 distribution problem

16. The widespread claim that future gen-
erations will pay for government profligacy 
is generally based on an analogy between 
private and government budgets. Individ-
uals can borrow in the present in order to 
finance expenditure and pay off their debt 
and interest later in the future. This makes 
particular sense when the benefits from 
use also accrue (e.g. when buying a house) 
at a later stage. The analogy is useful for 
external government debt, i.e. borrowing 
from non-residents in domestic or foreign 
currency. However, it does not hold for in-
ternal debt. In a given period, one can only 
consume what is produced. This means it 
is impossible to transfer the debt burden 
to future generations. Creditors and debt-
ors are, macroeconomically speaking, each 
part of the same generation.

All the same, there are three in-
stances in which future generations may 
have to foot the bill. (1) If debt-fund-
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US their impact on overall debt has been 
negligible, in Switzerland they have been 
a lot more effective – probably largely 
due to the underlying political consensus 
shared by all parties involved in a referen-
dum-based system of direct democracy.

depends greatly on the specific econom-
ic conditions, chiefly the effectiveness of 
monetary policy, the exchange rate re-
gime and the cyclical situation. The multi-
plier effects during a recession are signifi-
cantly larger than during boom times and 
are highest when the increase in spend-
ing during recession is financed through 
spending cuts during the next boom. The 
multiplier effect is smaller if the initial 
government debt-to-GDP ratio is high. 
The concept of expansionary consolida-
tion, according to which drastic austerity 
measures in times of crisis could possi-
bly even lead to an increase in economic 
activity, should, however, be viewed with 
skepticism.

VII. Legal constraints on govern-
ment debt

20. In 2009 the so-called debt brake was 
signed into law, superseding Art. 115 of 
the German constitution. Under the old 
provision, in force since 1969, government 
investments usually capped the net new 
debt (known as the “golden rule”). How-
ever, this limit could be breached “to avert 
a disruption of the macroeconomic equi-
librium”. The 1992 Maastricht Treaty set 
the annual net new government borrow-
ing limit at 3 percent of GDP and the limit 
for (gross) government debt at 60 percent 
of GDP. Despite some modifications and 
additions, these limits still stand. The 
debt brake of 2009 is composed of three 
elements: the general principle of zero net 
new borrowing; a clause which flexibly 
adapts borrowing and amortization to the 
business cycle; and an exemption.

21. The German debt brake is large-
ly modeled along the lines set out in the 
Swiss constitution, whereas the Swiss can-
tons use their own fiscal rules, which are 
quite different. Individual US states also 
have various types of fiscal restrictions in 
place. The success record of statutory debt 
ceilings is mixed, however. Whereas in the 
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1.1 Background of the report

The global financial and economic crisis 
caused government debt to shoot upwards 
rapidly, spooking the German public. 
Many citizens associate high government 
debt with the threat that their hard-
earned money will be expropriated, either 
through taxation at extortionate rates or 
high inflation followed by a currency re-
form. The Germans experienced a cur-
rency reform twice in the first half of the 
20th century, and this experience is still 
seared into the collective memory. Many 
Germans are more worried about the rise 
of government debt-to-GDP ratio5 (chart 
1) than nationals of most other countries.6

Since the mid-1970s, government 
debt to gross domestic product (GDP) has 
been on the rise, not only in Germany, but 
also in most OECD countries. This fol-
lowed a quarter-century in which the ra-
tio had either fallen significantly, as in the 
USA, or had held steady at a relatively low 
level, as was the case in Germany whose 

punishing World War II debts had been 
pulverized by the 1948 currency reform 
and the London Debt Agreement of 1953.

The rising government debt ra-
tio in all industrialized nations since the 
mid-1970s is not necessarily only due to 
domestic developments. Economic and 
political factors, as well as institutional 
structures, can lead to rising gross debt 
and can therefore increase the ratio. Slow-
er GDP growth rates or even contraction 
can influence the government debt ratio 
just as much. At any rate, overall debt 
grew faster than GDP, leading to an in-
crease in the government debt ratio. In 
response, economists and fiscal experts 
increasingly examined the sustainability 
of public finances.7

The rise of government debt had po-
litical repercussions. In his successful run 
for president in 1980, Ronald Reagan – like 
other fellow Republican Party politicians 
before him – assailed President Jimmy 
Carter’s record federal budget deficit, only 

1. Introduction
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to run up much higher deficits and deficit 
ratios during his presidency (1981-1989).8 
During the Clinton era (1993-2001), the 
US was able to reduce its debt ratio from 
64 percent at the end of 1994 to 54 percent 
in 2000. Owing to decisive budget cuts, 
from 1998 to 2001 Clinton and Congress 
ran budget surpluses for the first time 
since 1969. Rapid productivity and eco-
nomic growth were essential. Conversely, 
the US recession from 1989 to 1993 drove 
the quota up from 50 percent at the end of 
1988 to 64 percent at the end of 1993.9

In Germany the coalition between 
the Social Democrats and the Free Dem-
ocratic Party under Chancellor Helmut 
Schmidt also came under attack for high 
budget deficits by his Christian Democrat-
ic Union challenger Helmut Kohl in the 
1980 election campaign and in debates 
in the Bundestag. Fiscal consolidation 
was one of the main objectives set out in 
the “Lambsdorff Paper,” a seminal policy 
paper which brought down the center-
left coalition. As chancellor since 1982, 
by curbing government spending Kohl 
was able to take advantage of a phase of 
strong economic growth to consolidate 
public finances despite tax cuts. However, 
the costs of reunification, funded main-
ly through government borrowing, drove 
Germany’s deficit and debt ratios back 
up during Kohl’s tenure as chancellor. 
Awareness of the importance of govern-
ment debt was additionally increased by 
the signing of the Maastricht Treaty on 7 
February 1992, containing national fiscal 
rules which paved the way for the Europe-
an Monetary Union (EMU).

In the aftermath of reunification, 
Germany’s government debt-to-GDP ra-
tio rose from 40 percent in 1991 to 60 per-
cent in 1997. It subsequently remained at 
around 60 percent until 2001 before go-
ing up a further nine percentage points by 
2005 during a period of weak economic 
growth. This caused Germany to breach 
the deficit and debt criteria of the Stabil-

ity and Growth Pact. Only following a pe-
riod of economic recovery from 2005 to 
2007 did Germany’s fiscal deficits go back 
down10, with the government debt-to-GDP 
ratio falling by more than three percent-
age points.

In the summer of 2007, the world-
wide financial crisis erupted, followed by 
the Lehman bankruptcy on 15 September 
2008 and, on its heels, the Great Reces-
sion; the bottom fell out of the economy 
and employment tanked. Fiscal revenue 
and expenditure all over the world went 
off-kilter, with deficit ratios hitting peace-
time record highs. The recession, govern-
ment stimulus programs and the assump-
tion of the “toxic assets” offloaded onto 
“bad banks” (corporate structures set up 
to isolate illiquid, high-risk assets as part 
of measures to rescue distressed banks) 
caused government debt ratios to jump 
sharply from 2008 to 2010: e.g. in Germa-
ny by 17 percentage points,11 in the US and 
Great Britain by 30 percentage points and 
more. This put the debt question squarely 
back on the political agenda and brought 
it to the center of attention in the media, 
the general public and academia.

In Germany this unexpected dra-
matic increase in the ratio set the stage 
for enshrining the debt brake in the Ger-
man constitution in 2009 as the right-left 
Grand Coalition between the CDU/CSU 
and the SPD was nearing its end. Negoti-
ations on the revision of the old statutory 
debt limits under Art. 115 of the Basic Law 
in conjunction with Art. 109 of the Basic 
Law had already begun prior to the finan-
cial crisis as part of the second stage of the 
reform of the federal system (Föderalis-
musreform II) – more accurately follow-
ing the conclusion of the first reform of the 
federal system (Föderalismusreform I) in 
2006. However, neither the national nor 
any of the Federal states’ “debt brakes” 
would have been politically deliverable 
if government debt had not skyrocketed 
during the crisis.12
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Books by economists on government 
debt and the history of debt crises began to 
fly off the shelves.13 The debt crises which 
afflicted some southern European euro-
zone countries and Ireland since 2010 and 
the ensuing stimulus packages and bailouts 
unsettled the German public even more 
and stoked the debate on debt even further.

1.2 Objective of the report

Uncertainty and fear, as well as public and 
political interest in the topic of govern-
ment debt, are considerable. At the same 
time, the debate has been characterized by 
a series of misconceptions and one-sided 
assertions, often guided by financial and 
political interests. This has added to the 
confusion in the debate on government 
debt. Our report seeks to help close these 
knowledge gaps, to provide guidance in a 
fog of superficial rhetoric, and hence, to 
educate the reader.

Given the wide variety of causes, 
problems and effects of government debt 
in different countries and political sys-
tems throughout the world, however, we 
found it necessary to focus on the issues 
germane to Germany. We have chosen not 
to address the problems of government 
debt that are specific to dictatorships and 
authoritarian systems, nor will we go into 
government debt in the developing and 
emerging world (which means we will not 
cover the crises in Mexico and Argentina). 
The report is based on the conditions of 
a western-style constitutional democracy. 
However, this does not preclude interna-
tional influences and interdependencies. 
It just means they will only be considered 
inasmuch as they affect the Federal Re-
public of Germany. This perspective will 
also confine our treatment of the euro-ar-
ea crisis to those aspects which directly 
concern Germany. We will therefore not 
address the specific causes and problems 
of government debt in Greece, the other 
southern countries or Ireland.

Apart from this, our interdiscipli-
nary working group sought to compile the 
present level of knowledge from econom-
ics, political science and social sciences for 
the general public, the media and political 
decision makers in a comprehensible form 
and to extract from it political recommen-
dations. In this sense, the report reflects 
consensus but also some dissenting voices 
within the group.

In section 2 of this report we will 
analyze some of the basic questions that 
help to define, classify and distinguish be-
tween government debt and private debt. 
Section 3 discusses determinants of the 
rise in the government debt-to-GDP ratio, 
covering traditional economic explana-
tions of government debt, the impact of 
financial crises and the influence of demo-
cratic and cultural factors. Section 4 is de-
voted to an in-depth discussion of the cri-
teria for government debt limits and ends 
with preliminary findings. Section 5 looks 
at how government debt is used to shift 
burdens, i.e. how it impacts on the distri-
bution of income and wealth between indi-
viduals and between generations. Section 
6 discusses the effects of public borrowing 
on price movements (inflation) as well as 
on output and employment (multiplier 
effect of expansionary and contractionary 
budget policy). Section 7 assesses the ef-
fectiveness of statutory fiscal restrictions. 
Section 8 presents the conclusions and 
recommendations of the working group.
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2.1 Debt as a form of government 
financing 

There are several different ways for gov-
ernment to finance its expenses: taxes, 
charges, compulsory contributions to 
social security and other government fa-
cilities, proceeds from its private sector 
activities, shares in companies, profits 
transferred from the central bank, income 
from privatization, etc. If it finances its 
spending through borrowing, this incurs 
follow-up costs, just as is the case with 
private debt, i.e. the interest and principal 
payments due in future fiscal years. Since 
at least the second half of the 19th century, 
an old financing rule of thumb in the pub-
lic sector (as in the corporate sector) has 
been: spending which increases the econ-
omy’s productivity in future fiscal years 
by at least the amount of the additional 
increase in debt service can be financed 
through borrowing. In all German consti-
tutions between that of the North German 
Confederation (Norddeutscher Bund) of 
1867 and the 2009 amendment to the Ba-
sic Law (“debt brake”), government bor-
rowing limits were, in one way or another, 
guided by this rule.

2.2 Debt and monetary assets

Financial assets and financial debt are 
two sides of the same coin – one person’s 
borrowing is another’s lending. Increas-
ing borrowing and debt can also facilitate 
economic progress if they are used for 
productivity-enhancing investments.

In the past, the growth of lending 
business did indeed lead to significant 

increases in prosperity. In his 1776 book 
The Wealth of Nations, Adam Smith ex-
plained that productivity gains resulting 
from the division of labor were the prima-
ry reason why nations became wealthy. 
Since the Industrial Revolution, this 
process has been significantly accelerat-
ed by innovative entrepreneurs investing 
in real capital in the form of mines and 
factories, transportation and many other 
sectors. This has resulted in uneven lev-
els of income growth, with only part of 
the gains being spent immediately. The 
rest is saved, i.e. accumulated in the form 
of financial assets. For these assets there 
exists a corresponding volume of finan-
cial liabilities, which are incurred mainly 
by non-financial corporations to finance 
their investments. To some extent they 
are also incurred by households for real 
estate investments and by governments 
and non-residents when they borrow from 
the pool of domestic savings.14 Banks, in-
surance companies and other financial in-
stitutions are the intermediaries, i.e. they 
direct the savings of the national economy 
to the above-mentioned sectors, unless 
depositors take direct action by buying 
government bonds, stocks and other equi-
ty stakes, corporate bonds or the like.

In the circular flow model, saving 
and investment (including that of domes-
tic residents abroad) automatically revert 
to parity ex post. However, the savings 
and investment plans can diverge signif-
icantly ex ante, as the decisions are made 
by different sets of people. If savings 
exceed planned domestic investments, 
there are two ways to close this gap. One 
is through capital exports, i.e. through 
current account surpluses, which Ger-

2. General information
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many has been consistently running over 
the last ten years. The other is through 
involuntary investment in inventories of 
non-selling goods or through the reduc-
tion of savings due to falling prices, sal-
aries and interest rates. If the planned 
domestic investments exceed planned 
domestic savings, an inverse offsetting 
mechanism is set in motion: the current 
account runs a deficit, and prices, salaries 
and interest rates go up. The more the fi-
nancial sector contributes to closing the 
gap between planned savings and invest-
ments – depending on the ratio between 
the two – e.g. through finding new invest-
ment opportunities or through acquiring 
savings from abroad, the more it helps to 
stabilize GDP growth.

Creditors earn interest income 
from lending financial assets for which 
they currently have no better use. This 
is also advantageous for the debtor: At 
the expense of interest payments he can 
finance purchases which his present in-
come and savings alone would not allow 
him to afford, e.g. in case of a private 
household the loan-financed acquisition 
of a home, a car or the first-time furnish-
ing of an apartment. The part of the in-

come that other households set aside, e.g. 
for retirement funding, is thus directed to 
households wishing to make purchases 
before saving enough of their income to 
do so without borrowing. Both sides of the 
loan benefit, as long as the borrower earns 
enough to repay the loan. If the corporate 
sector, the government sector or non-res-
idents borrow, they can spend in excess of 
current revenues and savings. The lend-
ers will, if possible, want the additional 
spending to increase productivity so that 
their borrowers will be able to service the 
debt comfortably. Due to these ongoing 
“pull-forward effects,” the entire economy 
sees increased activity coupled with in-
creased productivity growth.

As a borrower, government plays 
a special role in this credit interaction 
between private households, enterprises 
and non-residents. Due to its monopoly 
on force, it is the only sector that can levy 
taxes on its citizens and thus expropri-
ate income. As ultimately all citizens as a 
whole are liable for servicing public debt 
and this can be enforced by legislation, 
general government is often in a position 
to borrow on the capital market at more 
favorable terms than private borrowers.
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Box 1: The history of parliamentary budget rights

The early modern nation state had a fund-based economy which allocated individual revenues to spe-

cific expenditures; as the concept of an overarching uniform budget was unknown, government debt as 

defined today could not exist. Rulers borrowed by incurring private debts with corresponding risk pre-

miums on the interest rate. Only the consolidation of government debt in England at the end of the 17th 

century redefined public borrowing. Due to their right to authorize taxes, parliaments gradually gained 

more and more control of – and responsibility for – overall public finances. The UK Parliament was the 

first in Europe to gain full power to approve spending and borrowing in addition to taxation15 follow-

ing the Glorious Revolution of 1688, when the new king William III needed funds to pursue a war with 

France. The French Revolution in 1789 provided the breakthrough in France. In Germany the ball only 

started rolling in this direction (in Southern Germany) after Congress of Vienna in 1815. The parliaments 

of Bavaria, Baden and Württemberg had the right to approve taxes and the right to audit spending and 

the budget, but not the right to approve spending. All the same, new government debt required their 

approval.

In Prussia such parliamentary rights of approval only prevailed later. In the government debt law of 1820 

the Prussian king promised a constitution for the third time,16 pledging that new government borrowing 

would be subject to approval by a representative body of the nation state. As revenues were on the rise 

and the government was being operated frugally, however, this ended up not being necessary until the 

mid-19th century. Therefore only eight provincial diets without rights of approval for the whole nation 

state were set up in Prussia in 1823. The united provincial diets established in 1847 were not a repre-

sentative body of the nation state under government debt law. It was only in the aftermath of the revo-

lution of 1848/49 that Prussia established a parliament with the right to approve taxation and budgets 

as well as the authority to legislate government bonds into existence. With parliamentary assistance, the 

wealthy bourgeoisie ended up being put on the hook for government debt.

The German parliaments in the pre-March era (Vormärz), as well as in Prussia after 1850, were mainly 

bicameral entities in which the first chamber was dominated by the nobility, the clergy and high govern-

ment officials. The second chamber – which actually represented the people – was initially populated 

by the bourgeoisie or middle class. Only gradually did universal male suffrage prevail in the 19th century, 

giving the government (limited) democratic legitimacy through adult (male) citizens. In Prussia there 

was even a three-class franchise system, representing general but biased suffrage. At the Reich level 

there had been a general und universal male suffrage since the adoption in 1867 of Constitution of the 

North German Confederation and the establishment of the German Reich in 1871. The Reichstag had the 

unrestricted power to approve taxation and budgets, including the right to approve by law the issuance 

of government bonds. This established the democratic legitimacy of government debt and also funda-

mentally changed the balance of power: parliament went from being a mere protector of the interests of 

the wealthy bourgeoisie which curtailed government debt through the (monarchical) executive branch 

to becoming an important decision-maker in its own right with the power to increase government debt 

as well.
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2.3 Types of government debt

In the general public debate on the com-
plexities of government debt, hardly any 
distinction is made between the different 
forms of debt. The catch-all term “govern-
ment debt” masks its various forms and 
the significant differences in the effects 
and hazards of the various types.

Government debt is the financial 
debt accumulated by the government sec-
tor through borrowing17 and the issuance 
of bonds, treasury bills, treasury bonds 
and similar instruments. Governments 
borrow funds in this fashion if current 
spending is not completely covered by 
revenue. If regular expenditure exceeds 
non-credit revenues, this gap has to be 
financed through borrowing. Funding 
raised in this manner, unless earmarked 
for debt rescheduling or rolling over loans 
from previous fiscal years, constitutes 
annual net new debt. The net new debt 
and the loans for debt rescheduling and 
follow-up financing together form gross 
new borrowing which is much larger and 
requires parliamentary approval. The 
ratio of net new debt to gross domestic 
product is referred to as the deficit ratio. 
This is, however, different from the debt 
level, which is equal to the sum (positive 
and negative) of previous net new debt. 
Divided by GDP, it becomes the govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio. As government 
borrowing does not mature all at once18 
and the debt level by far surpasses the net 
new debt, there are constant transactions 
of (gross) debt relief and (gross) new debt. 
Whereas under fiscal law the gross prin-
ciple generally applies, meaning that all 
gross transactions are recognized, as op-
posed to the balance of spending and reve-
nues, this is not always the case for debt.19

Although gross new debt requires 
parliamentary approval under fiscal law, 
it is not an additional burden for the 
capital market, but merely a redistribu-
tion of existing debt. The net new debt, 

which in itself can impose an additional 
burden for posterity, is the yardstick for 
setting the debt brake. Furthermore, it is 
vital to avoid the misconception that the 
difference between gross and net new 
government debt, as is the case with pri-
vate sector debt, is defined as what is left 
over excluding, or after deduction of, as-
sets. Such balancing is harder to achieve 
for government debt than in the private 
economic sector, as there are generally 
no market prices to value government as-
sets.20

Financial debt is explicit, secured 
debt, as opposed to implicit, covert or pro-
spective government debt. These are de-
fined as the government’s future, and thus 
intergenerational, legal obligations, and 
can be accounted for in the so-called gen-
eration balance. Pension obligations for 
government officials are a prime example. 
Just like interest and amortization obliga-
tions, they include the government’s fu-
ture payment obligations. However, they 
are not the same as explicit government 
debt, for several reasons.

Firstly, there is a problem of defi-
nition. Technically speaking, all legal ob-
ligations, from social welfare legislation 
to statutory future economic subsidies to 
civil service salary and pension payment 
obligations constitute implicit govern-
ment debt in this sense. This means that 
a large part of the government’s annual 
budget has the purpose of servicing gov-
ernment debt. Secondly, explicit govern-
ment debt is generally legally binding and 
can only be unilaterally abrogated in the 
event of a sovereign default. By compar-
ison, although the government cannot 
fully dispose of its legal obligations for the 
future, it can certainly modify them. Pen-
sion obligations as well as social benefits 
can be cut in the future. A long-term fiscal 
policy must therefore take into account 
implicit government debt, but it needs to 
be treated differently than explicit govern-
ment debt.21
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Financial debt can also be classified 
in various forms. A breakdown by different 
forms of debt, whose most salient criteri-
on is the term, is less important. Here, the 
breakdown would be between short-term 
(up to one year), medium-term (up to four 
years) and long-term (over four years) 
debt. The other forms of debt (liquidity, in-
terest, or amortization) can be disregarded. 

The distinction between internal na-
tional debt (owed to residents) and exter-
nal national debt (owed to non-residents) 
is macroeconomically very significant. If a 
national government is internally indebt-
ed, society as a whole is both creditor and 
debtor at the same time; we can sum this up 
as “we owe it to ourselves”22. Government 
debt corresponds with creditor assets, held 
as government securities; in macroeco-
nomic terms, they offset one another. This 
does not apply to external debt, as the cred-
itors are external third parties. A further 
differentiation is needed, this time between 
government indebtedness to non-resi-
dents, when the government borrows in 
foreign currency and possibly in another ju-
risdiction, and borrowing in its own curren-
cy under national law. Hence, particularly 
in the case of liberalized capital accounts, 
non-residents can freely buy government 
debt on the secondary market, something 
over which the government has no control. 
Indebtedness within the Eurozone is an 
intermediate form. Member states borrow 
under national law, but in a currency over 
which they have no sovereign jurisdiction, 
as monetary policy is set by the ECB, and no 
longer by the national central banks.

2.4 The views of the British 
Classical School until 1820 
and impact of public-finance 
classics on German economic 
thinking after 1855 

Since the 18th century, economists in 
states ruled by absolute monarchs as well 
as in states with parliamentary constitu-

tions have been debating when, and if so 
why, the government should go into debt, 
as well as how much. The government’s 
role in the economic process has been 
shaped by the prevailing conventional 
economic wisdom, perceptions about the 
ideal size of government and contempo-
rary historical experience with govern-
ment debt. The British Classical School 
theorists – from David Hume to Adam 
Smith and David Ricardo – held that gov-
ernment debt would lead to the “ruin” of 
the national economy.23 Such government 
spending to them represented waste, tak-
ing away funds from the capital market 
and hence slowing down private invest-
ments, and were definitely unproductive 
– as, to them, were all services, even those 
provided by the private sector of the econ-
omy. The assessment that government 
debt would necessarily lead the national 
economy to ruin contradicted the fact that 
Great Britain, with a government debt of 
almost 300 percent of estimated gross na-
tional product (GNP) after the Napoleonic 
Wars, went on to become the world’s lead-
ing industrial, trading and financial power 
in the 19th century.

German public finance econo-
mists – from Carl Dietzel to Lorenz von 
Stein to Adolph Wagner – developed a 
completely different outlook in the second 
half of the 19th century. In 1855 Dietzel, in 
particular, held that the rapid growth of 
British government debt since the Glori-
ous Revolution of 1688-89 was a crucial 
cause for the rise of the British economy to 
leading world power. This revolution end-
ed the era of British absolutism and per-
manently established Parliament as the 
center of power – including fiscal power. 
Dietzel and other German financial econ-
omists recognized the productivity-en-
hancing effect of not only private services 
but especially of public services in all are-
as where the private sector could not cope. 
Typical examples are internal and exter-
nal security, the education system, an ef-
ficient legal and also judicial system and 
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the attendant enforcement and safeguard-
ing of property rights. In this context the 
term “immaterial capital” was coined; 
without creating and growing it, part of 
the national economy’s production poten-
tial would remain unused. These econo-
mists held that the same would apply to 
material investments in large-scale in-
frastructure projects, the capital require-
ments and earnings risk of which would 
be prohibitive for the private sector.

A typical example mentioned in 
this respect is the building of a railroad 
in the second half of the 19th century with 
government guarantees and assistance. 
Without it, the economy would have re-
mained below its actual path of produc-
tivity according to all research findings 
available today. Other examples include 
expansions to underground drainage sys-
tems and other municipal infrastructure 
elements (roads, water supply, sewer-
age, and later power stations and elec-
trical trams). The German public finance 
economists recognized that governments 
should be permitted to borrow in order to 
fund all public, productivity-enhancing 
investments in government-owned firms, 
in “immaterial capital” and in the asso-
ciated material projects (such as school 
and court buildings), or to fund projects 
where the costs and risks are too big for 
the private sector to bear. This applies to 
all “extraordinary” spending that would 
mean a higher than “ordinary” spending 
in the current period and an increase in 
economic productivity, and thus tax rev-
enue, from a larger national product or a 
decrease of current ordinary government 
expenditure in the future. They held that 
such public borrowing would enlarge 
the economy’s productivity reserves and 
would pay for itself. This thinking has 
been written in some form or another 
into all German constitutions since that 
of the “Norddeutscher Bund” (North 
German Confederation) of 1867 and the 
German Empire which was established 
in 1871.

2.5 Differences between private 
and public debt 

In 1863 Adolph Wagner, a German eco-
nomics professor, member of the “Kathed-
ersozialisten” (academic socialists) school 
of thought and forefather of public finance 
in Germany, postulated the principle that 
“in the public budget, revenue should be 
based on expenditure, unlike in private 
budgets.”24 However, he added that prin-
ciples for the amount of public expendi-
ture were needed to prevent spending and 
taxes from rising indefinitely.

A further difference results from 
the national government’s monopoly on 
force. This does not only exist regarding 
internal and external security, but also in 
the area of taking money from the public 
by force (taxes, charges, social security 
contributions, etc.) as well as declaring 
specie issued by it or banknotes issued by 
its central bank as legal tender, thus forc-
ing creditors to accept it as payment. That 
is why – unlike households and individu-
als – it cannot, technically speaking, be-
come bankrupt: in extremis, it can always 
impose an “inflation tax”.25 This does not 
apply, of course, to a supranational cur-
rency such as the euro, as every member 
state borrows in a quasi-foreign currency 
and no individual member state can in-
dependently manipulate the euro’s value. 
Therefore, those who invest in Eurozone 
member states’ government bonds face an 
implicit risk of sovereign default.

If the income of individual house-
holds shrinks, their only remaining option 
will therefore be to reduce their spending. 
Firms also introduce cost-cutting meas-
ures if their revenue falls. As this is an in-
tegral part of structural economic change, 
with losses for some and gains for oth-
ers, the retrenchment measures taken by 
some firms and individuals can be seen as 
individual adjustments that do not impact 
on overall economic demand and hence 
on economic growth and employment. If, 
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however, in a state of general crisis, all or 
most households and firms expect losses 
in income and revenue and subsequent-
ly introduce savings policies in order to 
stave off insolvency, this would impact ad-
versely on aggregate growth. In economic 
theory this is known as the “paradox of 
thrift”, a real-world example of the “fal-
lacy of composition”: although individ-
ual insolvency can be prevented by sav-
ing, mass collective thrift can be bad for 
the economy as, for instance, widespread 
job losses and salary cuts can worsen the 
overall economic crisis. The collective 
austerity measures of many private sec-
tor firms and households then no longer 
bring about recovery, but can, due to de-
clining demand, launch the economy into 
a downward spiral of negative growth.26
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3.1 Traditional functions of
 government debt 

Government debt has traditionally per-
formed three functions: 1. the stabilizing 
function, 2. the bridging function and 3. 
the burden sharing function.27 However, 
this does not factor in the government’s 
function of providing precautionary ser-
vices to individuals.

1. Stabilizing function: Particularly in 
times of crisis, the government is re-
sponsible for stabilizing the economy. In 
this situation, a balanced budget every 
year should not be the goal. Instead, fis-
cal policy primarily needs to contribute 
to balanced economic growth, i.e. to re-
duce government debt when the economy 
shows signs of overheating and to allow 
an increase in government debt when the 
economy is underperforming.28

If slower economic growth or a cy-
clical downturn costs the government cer-
tain expected revenues from taxes and so-
cial contributions, and if the government 
reduces its spending accordingly, this 
would lead not only to increased private 
sector saving but also to an intensification 
of adverse effects on aggregate demand, 
i.e. on growth and employment, given 
that the German government’s share of 
the economy’s income flows is some 50 
percent of GDP.

The national government can dis-
charge its responsibility for economic 
stabilization by, in times of crisis, not 
cutting spending and/or increasing tax-
es, i.e. renouncing a balanced budget 
policy, but instead allowing “automatic 

stabilizers” to work, which are particular-
ly pronounced in Germany.29 It can also 
tackle a recession by means of a discre-
tionary increase in government spend-
ing in order to support future economic 
growth and prosperity, by making invest-
ments which are sustainable in the long 
term and stabilize economic growth. An 
investor-friendly tax system could also 
serve this goal.

2. Bridging function: It describes the aim 
of tax smoothing. Walter Eucken pointed 
out in his “Grundsätze der Wirtschafts-
politik” (Principles of Economic Policy)30 
that consistency in economic policy was 
necessary to start off sufficient investment 
activity for economic growth and employ-
ment. “The long-term setting of taxes ... is 
of considerable significance.” (p. 176) Only 
in this manner could an “atmosphere of 
trust” be created in which entrepreneurs 
could plan and calculate investments, in-
cluding those that only pay off 15 to 20 
years down the road.

Taking into account these consid-
erations and because other market par-
ticipants, e.g. consumers, would suffer 
efficiency losses, it does not make sense 
to raise or lower taxes during econom-
ic crises or whenever unexpected events 
cause sudden tax shortfalls or temporary 
increases in expenditure. In such cases, 
public expenditure should temporarily be 
funded through borrowing instead. Con-
versely, governments should run surplus-
es in good times in order to comply with 
the intertemporal budget constraint. 
Constantly changing tax rates would en-
tail aggregate welfare losses.

3. Determinants of the increase in government
 debt-to-GDP ratio 
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3. Burden sharing function: It distributes 
tax burdens over time. It should always 
apply when the utility created by spend-
ing in the current fiscal year benefits tax-
payers in future fiscal years as well. In 
this case, taxpayers in the current period 
should not have to pay the total costs of 
such government activities; future tax-
payers should also contribute in line with 
the benefits they derive from the previous 
period’s expenditure (pay as you use). 
Through debt financing they can partici-
pate in the project costs, as they then will 
have to finance the debt servicing (inter-
est and amortization) by paying current, 
ongoing taxes. Typical examples include 
public investments, which increase the ef-
ficiency of the economy in the long term 
but cause temporary budget deficits. It 
is a question of an “equitable” sharing of 
burdens between (taxpayers across dif-
ferent) generations. The political scientist 
Lorenz von Stein already got to the heart 
of this principle in 1871 by writing that “A 
government without government debt is 
either doing too little for its future, or ask-
ing too much from its present.”31

The golden rule that government 
borrowing cannot exceed its investments 
is based on this thinking. Due to numer-
ous problems of measurement, definition, 
depreciation and other issues, this rule 
and consequently also the “pay as you 
use” principle were removed from Art. 115 
when the Basic Law was amended in 2009 
(to introduce the debt brake).

In March 2007 the “Sachverstän-
digenrat zur Begutachtung der gesamt-
wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung” (German 
Council of Economic Experts), in its ex-
pert opinion commissioned prior to the 
amendment of the Basic Law in 2009, 
recommended maintaining a modified 
version of the Golden Rule, e.g. to only 
fund net public investments and not gross 
investments through borrowing.32 The 
“Wissenschaftlicher Beirat beim Bunde-
sministerium der Finanzen” (Scientific 

Advisory Council to the Federal Ministry 
of Finance) had already voiced its oppo-
sition in a letter to then-Finance Minister 
Peer Steinbrück dated 10 February 2007. 
On 9 July 2007 the Federal Constitution-
al Court ordered the German parliament 
to pass a more effective debt limit than 
that contained in Article 115 of the Basic 
Law, which had been in force since 1969. 
Section 1, sentence 2, according to which 
“The revenues from credits cannot exceed 
the sum of the spending on investments 
foreseen in the public budget; exceptions 
are only permitted to prevent a macroeco-
nomic imbalance,” had “not proven to be 
effective in reality.”33 The “Wissenschaftli-
cher Beirat beim Bundesministerium für 
Wirtschaft und Technologie” (Scientific 
Advisory Council to the Federal Ministry 
of Economics and Technology) was asked 
for its expert opinion and, in its report of 
January 2008, also came out against the 
golden rule, particularly because “the sep-
aration between public investments and 
public consumption as well as the defini-
tion of real investments for the most part 
[would be] arbitrary. From an economic 
perspective many types of spending, from 
road building to the “BAföG” (Federal 
Education Assistance Act), to external se-
curity could be seen as investments, as in 
each case future generations could bene-
fit.”34 However, all three expert councils 
unanimously agreed that the invitation 
to raise government debt to finance pub-
lic consumption and transfer spending 
through borrowing “to prevent a macroe-
conomic imbalance” should be abolished.

3.2 Actual growth

To what extent the perception of these 
three functions of government debt can 
explain its actual growth is, however, ques-
tionable. Chart 2 plots the growth of Ger-
many’s real GDP from 1950 to 2014. Chart 
3 shows the development of the unem-
ployment rate. Both illustrations suggest 
that the impetus for increasing the general 
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government debt-to-GDP ratio since the 
1970s was triggered by cyclical or one-off 
historical events such as German reunifi-
cation. It is noteworthy that the structural 
break in the trend of the Federal Republic 
of Germany’s government debt-to-GDP ra-
tio since 1975 (chart 1) was concurrent with 
structural breaks in the trends of a number 
of other economic metrics in the 1970s. In 
connection with the first oil price shock, the 
end of the Bretton Woods system of fixed 
exchange rates and the Deutsche Bundes-
bank’s policy shift to strict monetarism, the 
bottom fell out of GDP growth in 1974 and 
has since levelled off around a lower growth 

trend (chart 2). The pattern of unemploy-
ment illustrates the increase in hard-core 
unemployment from 1974 to 2005 (chart 
3). Nevertheless, it is hard to prove a cause-
and-effect relationship between economic 
development and government debt.

We can see that the development of 
government investments is hardly respon-
sible for the expansion of government 
debt in Germany. In 1971 the Federal Re-
public of Germany’s trend investment 
ratio began to fall (chart 4), as did public 
gross and net investment as a percentage 
of overall public expenditure (chart 5).
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At first glance it would seem that 
the spreading of the social welfare state 
increased government debt in Germany. 
From 1970 to 1975 government social ben-
efit payments as a percentage of national 
income soared by 10 percentage points 
(chart 6). Over the same period, the public 
expenditure-to-GDP ratio also grew from 
below but close to 40 percent to below but 
close to 50 percent (chart 7).

These descriptive findings cannot 
be interpreted as causal relationships. 
What we can conclude from these findings 
is that, on the contrary, the rising govern-
ment debt ratio in the Federal Republic of 
Germany since 1975, perceived as threat-
ening, was at most a symptom and not a 
cause of other economic aberrations. Nat-
urally, international causes also played 
a role, as the trend of rising government 
debt ratios since the 1970s as well as a 
levelling off of the growth trend since the 
middle of that decade can be observed in 
many industrialized nations.

3.3 The influence of financial crises 

The last 140 years of modern economic 
history have seen three distinct phases 
in the development of government debt 
in industrialized countries: first, starting 
from the moderate late 19th century levels, 

debt surged due to two world wars in the 
first half of the 20th century; second, debt 
was paid down rapidly during the peri-
od of strong growth between the Second 
World War and 1973; third, a subtle rise 
in government debt ratios beginning after 
the mid-1970s.

The long-term rise of government 
debt ratios since the mid-1970s is par-
ticularly noteworthy because the rise, 
unlike previous debt cycles, occurred in 
peacetime. This led policymakers to as-
sume that unmanageable social expendi-
ture together with declining growth rates 
were primarily responsible for the rise in 
government debt in the Western world. A 
possible explanation for the rise in debt 
beginning in the 1970s could be that, for 
a variety of reasons, governments in many 
countries were unwilling to accept the re-
ality of slower growth: although tax rev-
enues had fallen off, governments were 
still spendthrift, causing debt ratios to 
increase.

However, a closer look shows that, 
for a number of reasons, such generaliza-
tions are dubious. For one thing, govern-
ment debt ratios in the Western indus-
trialized world did not rise at the same 
rates. While average ratios rose, the pat-
tern of debt growth varied considerably 
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across individual countries. In Australia 
and Switzerland they fell, or at least re-
mained stable, from 1970 to 2010 (chart 
11). The increase was also fairly moderate 
in the Swedish welfare state with twenty 
percentage points. However, in Germany 
the increase was significant, at around 60 
percentage points. Finally, one-off effects 
play a key role in many countries, refuting 
explanations which posit the primacy of 
common factors. 

One-off effects that relate to Germa-
ny include the burdens of reunification and 
the costs of the financial crisis after 2008. 
By contrast, government debt growth in 
the 1970s, however, were not a function of 

distress in the banking industry. In other 
industrialized countries it was often the 
fiscal costs of banking crises that led to a 
surge in government debt ratios. Since fi-
nancial sector liberalization began in the 
1970s, financial crises have been more fre-
quent. In the first three postwar decades – 
under the so-called Bretton Woods system 
– there were no significant financial crises 
in the Western world.35 Since 1980 there 
have been more than 20 such banking cri-
ses in developed OECD economies alone.36 
The fiscal costs of these financial crises 
have grown. The median rise in govern-
ment debt ratios caused by banking crises 
has been around 30 percent of GDP since 
1980. The growth of the financial sector is 
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plain a substantial percentage of the rise 
in government debt. However, financial 
crises are generally a consequence of ex-
cessive borrowing and speculative bubbles 
in the private sector.40 They only become a 
severe strain on public finances over time 
– an important distinction which does not 
get enough attention in the public debate. 
More recent empirical studies have failed 
to identify any close correlation between 
growth rates or government debt levels 
and the risk of financial crises.41

When explaining the level of gov-
ernment debt, it has to be taken into con-
sideration that ultimately government 

probably an important factor in the rising 
costs of  financial crises.37 According to a 
study by the IMF, bank bailouts account 
for only a fairly small share of the costs of 
financial crises, i.e. around 4 percent of 
GDP.38 The majority of the rise of govern-
ment debt is attributable to lost tax reve-
nue following post-crisis slumps.39

If we look at how government debt 
has grown in the last three decades, we see 
that structural deficits in the government 
sector were not the only factor engender-
ing risks to the sustainability of public fi-
nances. In countries affected by systemic 
financial crises, the costs of such crises ex-
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 borrowing processes vary from one coun-
try to another. Whereas in the United 
Kingdom and in Switzerland phases of 
consolidation alternate with periods of sig-
nificant increases in the government debt-
to-GDP ratio, in Germany government 
debt showed unbroken trend growth.

3.4 Government debt in
 democracies

Historically – and this is noteworthy – in 
some countries, such as the USA, Great 
Britain and France, significantly higher 
levels of debt relative to GDP have been 
observed. However, this time is different, 
as the current debt crisis and high level of 
indebtedness represent peacetime record 
highs. This raises the question as to wheth-
er Western democracies have lost their 
ability to deal with government debt. It is 
unclear whether it is exogenous or (politi-
cal) endogenous factors that boost debt. 

In modern democracies, govern-
ment debt is primarily influenced by eco-
nomic and socioeconomic factors such 
as economic growth, economic cycles, 
banking crises, wars or demographic de-
velopments. Although these factors are ul-
timately also shaped indirectly by the po-
litical framework, these parameters can, 
however, also be regarded as exogenous 

to the political system. For some time, 
researchers have been trying to establish 
whether elements specific to constitution-
al democracies also directly influence the 
extent of government debt.

Research on the politico-economic 
causes starts with relatively new develop-
ments in public choice theory, according to 
which decisions by politicians are not just 
altruistically geared to the common good 
but are instead much more motivated by 
their own personal gain and the interests 
of their clientele. In a democracy, political 
gains (votes) can be expected if additional 
public services are provided, but these are 
offset by losses (of votes) whenever taxes 
are imposed in order to obtain the neces-
sary funding of these services. Seen from 
this perspective, government borrowing 
looks like a way of reducing the political 
costs of the financing burdens by shifting 
taxes into the future.42 Rational expec-
tations according to the Ricardo-Barro 
equivalence proposition would eliminate 
this effect along with the future burden.43 
The more the public is subject to fiscal il-
lusion due to incomplete information, the 
stronger the effect of the shift will be. Sev-
eral indicators support this assumption. 
The costs of obtaining the information 
needed for an exact assessment of future 
liabilities is considerable; it is difficult to 
convert the overall economic tax burden 
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into the expected actual burden for each 
individual. What is more, since older vot-
ers have a limited time horizon, it is in 
their interest to defer tax burdens to the 
distant future. Accordingly, though the 
politico-economic approach is plausible, 
the exact extent of these factors is, how-
ever, unclear and can hardly be precise-
ly quantified. Various approaches have 
sought to isolate politico-economic de-
terminants and to empirically prove their 
existence.

A first approach has claimed that 
elections in a political economic cycle lead 
to an increase in the level of debt: it holds 
that governments – regardless of their po-
litical outlook – will attempt to improve 
their position prior to elections by provid-
ing more services and borrowing more to 
pay for it.44 This assertion has ultimately 
not been empirically proven; at best, a 
higher incidence of voting and instability 
correspond with higher deficits.45

In democratic systems, moreover, 
it seems plausible to attribute varying lev-
els of influence on the level of government 
debt to political parties. In this vein, it has 
been long asserted that governments dom-
inated by left-wing parties have a greater 
appetite for borrowing than right-wing 
governments, as, in order to serve their 
voting base, they will try to reduce un-
employment through higher government 
spending. What is more, so the thinking, 
left-wing governments will accordingly 
lean towards a policy of deficit spending.46

Empirical investigations, though, 
tend to suggest that it is, in fact, con-
servative governments which lower tax-
es in order to accommodate their voters 
and therefore tend to run higher deficits, 
whereas left-wing parties prefer to raise 
taxes as a means of income redistribu-
tion, thus keeping government debt low.47 
Some scholars contend that conservative 
governments are particularly guilty of 
running up government debt as a policy 

instrument in order to reduce the fiscal 
scope of subsequent (left-wing) govern-
ments.48 US Republican administrations 
since Reagan have indeed used govern-
ment debt strategically to force Congress 
to cut social spending, but not to obstruct 
the subsequent administration.49

Overall, explanatory approaches 
which are based on differences in political 
and institutional structures for the evolu-
tion of government debt are more plau-
sible and empirically provable. There are 
essentially two such approaches.

One sees government funds as fis-
cal common pool resources, also referred 
to as the common pool problem. This is 
based on the assumption that numerous 
different political actors have access to 
government finances, which each of them 
will spend according to his specific inter-
ests. However, these actors only have to 
bear or internalize part of the costs of this 
spending themselves, as they are borne 
by all actors through taxes, yet derive the 
concentrated benefits of government ac-
tivity. Therefore, government expenditure 
will be inefficiently high and government 
debt will rise accordingly. This leads to the 
assertion that, the more fragmented soci-
ety, the legislative branch and the exec-
utive branch are, the higher government 
debt will generally be, giving the electoral 
and party systems a major influence on 
government debt. Therefore, electoral sys-
tems with mainly (relative) majority vot-
ing or first-past-the-post voting systems 
will increase government debt less than 
highly proportional voting systems with a 
fragmented party system where there are 
multi-party government coalitions, whose 
electorates and clientele have to be served 
after the elections.50

A special version of this approach 
is the theory of fiscal wars of attrition. 
The theory states that a government defi-
cit can only be lowered through raising 
taxes or lowering expenditure, to which 
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political costs are attached. None of the 
political actors (coalition parties, stake-
holders) wants to bear these costs; each 
speculates that the other stakeholders will 
give in first and foot the bill. Thus, the 
reduction in government debt is either 
prevented or at least delayed.51 Here the 
degree of fragmentation also plays an im-
portant role. While coalition governments 
do not necessarily have a greater appetite 
for debt than single-party governments,52 
government debt is clearly more difficult 
to reduce in highly fragmented systems.53

Another approach, which is based 
on the decision-making process in the 
budgetary cycle, argues with an even 
greater institutional focus.54 If the finance 
minister has a strong position in setting 
the budget and in budget implementation, 
he can thwart the tendencies of the other 
cabinet ministries and their bureaucracies 
to maximize their share of spending.55 A 
powerful executive branch in general and 
head of the executive in particular relative 
to the legislative branch will have a curb-
ing effect on government debt. 

The debt ratios of OECD countries 
certainly show that even these institutional 
structures have various effects and should 
be understood as explanatory factors sup-
plementing the economic factors. The 
structures of the political and institutional 
framework of the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, moreover, accordingly tend to be 
debt-averse, which, however, has not been 
effective in constraining government debt.

3.5 The influence of cultural
 differences and mentalities 

It is difficult to determine whether the 
actual differences in government debt 
between countries are also based on di-
vergent interwar experience or on the 
institutional framework. Germany had 
comparatively low levels of inflation in 
the 1970s, but it also had the first inde-

pendent central bank, which switched to 
a monetary targeting policy in 1974, i.e. 
much earlier than the United States or 
Great Britain. In the United States infla-
tion was very high at times and the central 
bank, unlike the Deutsche Bundesbank 
and the ECB, also has the additional man-
date of maximum employment. But under 
Paul Volcker it suddenly lowered inflation 
by drastically increasing interest rates, at 
the price of a severe recession and high 
unemployment.

In most cases the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio increased at the end 
of a period of inflation; in Germany, this 
happened sooner. Amid rising unemploy-
ment, social welfare spending increased 
while the revenues of the social security 
systems dropped. By the 1990s, all OECD 
countries had launched significant labor 
market and pension reforms, as demand-
ed by the OECD and the IMF, which led 
to an initial wave of fiscal consolidation. 
In most countries the cuts in the social 
welfare state were accompanied by finan-
cial market deregulation; in some coun-
tries the losses in purchasing power due 
to fiscal consolidation were thereby offset 
at both the macroeconomic and the indi-
vidual level. Nevertheless, the fiscal con-
solidation successes were partly undone 
by the aftershocks of the financial market 
crash in 2008.

It is questionable whether the 
“change in values” claimed by some social 
scientists and denied by others contrib-
uted to government debt. The 1980s and 
1990s were a phase of rising social ine-
quality due to growing income gaps and 
lower tax burdens on businesses and high 
earners as well as to welfare state reforms. 
Overall, the number of strikes has been re-
duced since the beginning of the 1980s; at 
the same time, tax rates on high incomes 
declined because of increasingly more 
open borders (“globalization”). The early 
1980s already saw drastic tax cuts owing 
to growing resistance to taxes, particularly 
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in the United States. In some countries – 
though not in all – there was rapid growth 
in consumer lending, which partially offset 
the decline in real wages and social trans-
fers. Germany was an exception. Whereas 
tax revenues were trending downwards, 
including in Scandinavian countries, high 
net-worth individuals were forming pri-
vate assets as fiscal deficits grew and as-
set holders who had become richer were 
looking for safe investments. The expand-
ing financial system, in constant search of 
new investment opportunities, was just as 
guilty of fostering the shift to a new “cap-
italism on tick”56 as the alleged (“hedon-
istic”) shift in values and mentalities of 
broad sections of the general public which 
is sometimes claimed.

An international comparison can-
not demonstrate that the welfare state 
is chiefly responsible for the rise of gov-
ernment debt. A country such as Sweden, 
which still has one of the world’s largest 
welfare states, is far less indebted today 
than the vast majority of OECD countries, 
including the United States and the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany. In the 1990s it 
was politically far easier to cut social wel-
fare budgets globally than to defend the 
rates of tax paid by corporates and high 
earners. Low taxes, high military spend-
ing and the economic wreckage caused 
by the financial crisis, rather than its rel-
atively anemic welfare state, are what are 
keeping the United States in debt.
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4.1 Metrics for quantifying the 
 sustainability of public finances 

It is part of everyone’s life experience that 
loans have to be repaid. But this insight 
from everyday life no longer applies col-
lectively to households and their debt. 
Whereas some households pay off their 
loans, e.g. for buying a house, others 
take on new debt in order to build or buy 
a house. In an expanding economy the 
volume of such borrowing for house pur-
chase by the younger generation is usually 
larger than the sum of loan repayments by 
the older generation. The overall volume 
of residential mortgage loans rose from 
61 billion euro in 1968 to 264 billion euro 
in 1989 and to 935 billion euro in 2013.57 
Corporate debt has been growing along 
the same lines. For banks, whose business 
mainly consists of trading in loans on the 
asset and liability side of their balance 
sheet, increasing debt is a necessary pre-
requisite for the expansion of their busi-
ness. Customer deposits are the bank’s 
liabilities. In 2006, the debt of financial 
corporations reached a peak of two and 
a half times that of non-financial corpo-
rations in Germany and was almost six 
times as high as government debt.58 (See 
chart 10 for the long-term trend).

Neither the absolute nor per-capita 
figures are enough to assess the sustaina-
bility of public finances, as this reference 
value does not give enough information 
on the ability to pay. In essence, it makes 
sense to act like a bank when assessing 
the creditworthiness of an applicant. The 
amount of the loan has to be assessed rel-
ative to the borrower’s income, assets and 
pre-existing financial liabilities.

Because the national government 
has access to the income and assets of the 
national economy through taxation or oth-
er coercive measures, aggregate economic 
performance is a useful indicator for gov-
ernment debt. Accordingly, the Maastricht 
Criteria apply gross domestic product 
(GDP) as the denominator of the caps on 
the government debt-to-GDP ratio (60 per-
cent) and the deficit ratio (three percent).

The credit financing ratio (relative 
to government spending) and the borrow-
ing ratio (relative to GDP) are related to 
the deficit ratio; the difference is that the 
former are derived from fiscal statistics 
data while the deficit ratio is derived from 
the national accounts.

Apart from the deficit ratio the pri-
mary fiscal balance is an important indica-
tor of the sustainability of public finances. 
It is calculated as the difference between 
revenues and expenditure in the current 
budget after deducting certain budgetary 
items. It excludes spending in the form of 
interest payments and contributions to the 
reserves as well as revenues from net bor-
rowing, withdrawals from reserves as well 
as proceeds from sales of government as-
sets (e.g. through privatization). The pri-
mary balance indicates whether or not a 
government is making progress with fiscal 
consolidation. It is similar to the ratio of 
net borrowing to the interest expenditure 
of central, regional or local authorities.

If there is a primary surplus (a pos-
itive primary balance), then revenue is 
sufficient to cover current spending (ex-
cluding interest payments). If the prima-
ry surplus exceeds interest payments (the 

4. Economic limits of government debt 
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i.e. the debt ratio (government debt di-
vided by the nominal national product) 
converges over time to the ratio of the 
deficit ratio and the growth rate of the 
nominal national product.60 This equa-
tion becomes clear if we express it as (γ +  
π)D = kY. The left side is the annual debt 
increase if it grows as fast as the nominal 
national product. The right side is also the 
annual debt increase, expressed with the 
help of the deficit ratio. Accordingly, the 
higher the long-term deficit ratio is, the 
higher the long-term debt ratio will be, 
and it will be lower, the higher the growth 
of the nominal national product is. This 
results from the sum of the real growth 
rate and the inflation rate. Although the 
deficit and government debt could rise in 
the long-term under a sustainable policy, 
neither should rise faster than the nomi-
nal national product.

The long-term debt ratio, together 
with the difference between the real inter-
est rate ρ (also assumed to be constant) 
and the real growth rate γ, determine the 
public sector’s fiscal scope in the long run: 
these parameters determine the primary 
surplus – expressed as difference between 
the tax revenue T and (net) government 
spending (excluding interest payments) G 
– the state has to generate in the long run 
in order to remain solvent. Derived from 
equation (1), equation (2) shows the rela-
tionship between the primary surplus and 
the national product:

(2) T - G D= (ρ - γ)  ·
Y Y

As long as the real interest rate ex-
ceeds the rate of economic growth, a per-
manent primary surplus has to be gener-
ated in the long run in order to finance the 
interest charges. The higher the long-term 
debt ratio and the greater the difference 
between real interest rate and the perma-
nent growth rate, the higher the interest 
charges will be. In the long run, a primary 
fiscal deficit is possible only if the real na-
tional product grows faster than the real 

interest charges from previous borrow-
ing), debt falls. If, however, the primary 
surplus is not sufficient to finance interest 
payments (or if there is a primary deficit), 
then debt rises. If GDP growth lags behind 
debt growth, this creates a higher debt 
burden for future generations.

Further ratios for assessing the evo-
lution of government debt are the inter-
est-tax ratio and the interest-expenditure 
ratio. They are determined according to 
fiscal statistics data and refer to interest 
payments on tax revenue or government 
expenditure, respectively. These ratios 
have been criticized as having limited in-
formative value. They only provide infor-
mation on the designated metric without 
indicating when the danger threshold for 
government debt is exceeded.59

4.2 The relationship between the 
growth rate and the interest 
rate (Domar model)

The state can increase its fiscal scope in 
the short and medium run by borrowing 
at longer maturities. The response to the 
question to what extent government debt 
makes sense in the long run and can be 
raised without any risk essentially de-
pends on whether the state can finance its 
spending in this manner without damag-
ing its future creditworthiness and solven-
cy. The implications of government debt 
for the state’s ability to act were pretty 
much already illustrated by Domar (1944).

Assuming (in a long-term view) a 
constant real growth rate γ, a constant in-
flation rate π and a constant real interest 
rate ρ as well as a constant rate of net new 
debt (deficit ratio) k, then the debt ratio 
(total government debt D over the nation-
al product Y) converges to the following 
value irrespective of the starting value:

(1)  D k=
Y γ+π   ,
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interest rate. γ and ρ are real rates. The 
creation of money can also only slight-
ly modify this condition:61 In addition to 
tax revenues, seigniorage62, i.e. the prof-
its generated by a central bank through 
issuing central bank money, also ensues. 
However, they only constitute a very small 
share of the national product.

There are theoretical models which 
illustrate that the real growth rate can be 
higher than the real interest rate even in 
a long-term equilibrium.63 This is also 
referred to as a state of “dynamic ineffi-
ciency”. In such a state, the economy is 
so highly capitalized that a near-term de-
crease would not negatively affect future 
prosperity. This is because sustainable 
consumption peaks when the interest rate 
is the same as the growth rate, also known 
as the “golden rule of accumulation”.64 In 
such a case of dynamic inefficiency gov-
ernment debt could be increased without 
having negative effects on both the state’s 
future ability to act as well as on economic 
development. In fact, in the past we have 
seen longer phases in which real interest 
rates were higher than real growth rates 
as well as phases in which they were low-
er; several countries, particularly Germa-
ny, are experiencing the latter.65 There 
is, however, controversy as to how long 
this phase will last. Furthermore, there 
are theoretical models that demonstrate 
that even with a negative real interest rate 
there can be long-term equilibrium.66 Be-
cause the nominal interest rate normally 
cannot become negative, negative real in-
terest rates are possible only if the rate of 
inflation is positive.

On the other hand, there are theo-
retical arguments stating that, in the long 
run, the real interest rate cannot be low-
er than the growth rate of the economy.67 
Their proponents particularly point out 
the existence of non-reproducible factors 
of production such as land, whose scarci-
ty rent increases proportionally to the na-
tional product. These future scarcity rents 

would have an “infinite” present capital 
value at a permanent interest rate that is 
lower than the growth rate, which means 
that there is no balanced investment mar-
ket. Therefore the interest rate would per-
petually exceed the growth rate. Under 
these conditions higher government debt 
reduces the government’s fiscal scope. Ei-
ther taxes have to be increased in the long 
run, without the state providing more ser-
vices, or the state has to cut back these ser-
vices accordingly. If borrowing leads to an 
increase in interest rates, which becomes 
more likely with an increase in govern-
ment debt, this can also “crowd out” pri-
vate investment. All of these factors can 
constrain an economy’s growth and hence 
its international competitiveness as well 
as its job creation potential. The higher the 
debt ratio is, the more likely it is that the 
limits of debt sustainability are reached if 
shocks lead to an increase in debt.

The academic debate on whether 
and under what conditions the interest 
rate at which the national government can 
raise debt is above or below the growth 
rate of an economy has been by no means 
resolved. We will not be able to discuss it 
in any detail at this stage. Also, there is 
still controversy surrounding the issue of 
whether government borrowing should be 
based on the interest rate on government 
bonds regarded as risk-free, as there is a 
discrepancy between the interest rate paid 
by the German treasury and the interest 
paid by private borrowers – even those 
with excellent credit ratings. Some econo-
mists argue that the latter are a better cri-
terion for decision making, as they indi-
cate the desirability of additional private 
investment. Other economists note that 
the state should take the interest it has to 
pay as a reference point for its debt policy.

Empirically speaking, the interest 
rate that private borrowers with excellent 
credit ratings have to pay has mostly ex-
ceeded economic growth. Many econo-
mists see this as an indicator that govern-
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especially the Eurozone’s member states. 
If the risk-free real interest rate is high, 
then a German policy of reducing govern-
ment debt will concurrently help lower 
global interest rates, making it easier for 
other countries to lower their government 
debt. If, conversely, interest rates are very 
low, then a German policy of increasing 
government debt will cause Germany to 
become a sort of driver of other countries’ 
economies. This makes it easier for such 
countries to adjust their public finances if 
this is necessary due to higher risk premi-
ums on government debt.

4.3 Long-term debt ceilings and 
government fiscal latitude 
(Domar model)

The Domar model allows the calculation 
of a “natural cap” on government debt, 
which is distinct from other types of caps 
on government debt (e.g. legal, political, or 
psychological). A key outcome of the Do-
mar model is that if the government net 
borrowing to GDP ratio is higher than the 
sum of the real growth rate and the rate 
of inflation, the debt ratio will not reach 
a fixed limit over the long term. The more 
the two parameters diverge (deficit ratio 
> economic growth rate plus rate of infla-
tion), the faster the debt ratio will increase 
and the more likely it is that government 
debt will “explode”. Assuming (in a long-
term perspective) a constant real growth 
rate, a constant rate of inflation as well as a 
constant rate of net new debt (deficit ratio), 
then, in the long run, the government debt-
to-GDP ratio will converge to the following 
limit irrespective of the starting value:

ment debt should be reduced in order to 
allow for private investments at better fi-
nancing conditions. However, other econ-
omists suggest that, firstly, the interest on 
debt payable by governments was in the 
past already frequently lower than the 
growth rate of the national product and 
that secondly, especially over time, the 
increased propensity to save is an indica-
tion that current and future interest rates 
are even lower than in the past. From this 
point of view a lot speaks against reducing 
government debt ratio.68

The interest rates on risk-free in-
vestments are determined on the world 
capital market. An individual national 
treasury will only have little influence on 
them. However, government treasuries 
can collectively exert a major impact on 
global capital market rates. A global pro-
pensity towards large government debt 
will lead to high interest rates even on safe 
investments. A worldwide trend towards 
fiscal consolidation will reduce world cap-
ital market rates. As the propensity of an 
individual government to borrow should 
be higher, the lower the global capital 
market rates are, evidence suggests that 
an individual government will fare best by 
not joining the herd rushing towards high 
or low government debt.

Whether or not to increase or de-
crease the government debt-to-GDP ratio 
depends on whether the risk-free real in-
terest rate remains above or below the na-
tional real growth rate in the long run. An 
interest-based government debt policy is 
therefore beneficial not only for Germany 
but potentially for other countries as well, 

(3)  Debt limit         = 
 nominal government debt

nominal gross domestic product
deficit ratio

economic growth + rate of inflation
=

If we assume a (long-term) defi-
cit ratio of 3 percent, 1 percent economic 
growth and 2 percent inflation, then, if 
these parameters remain consistent, the 

debt ratio will increase to 100 percent of 
GDP in the long term. The new debt brake 
in the Basic Law only allows for a Federal 
deficit of 0.35 percent of GDP as of 2016 
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and as of 2020 no deficits whatsoever for 
the Federal states. With a long-term infla-
tion rate of 2 percent and 1 percent eco-
nomic growth, Germany’s debt ratio would 
fall to 11.7 percent of GDP in the long run.

Following on from this, the higher 
the long-run deficit ratio is, the higher the 
long-run debt ratio will be, and the high-
er the growth of nominal gross domestic 
product (approximated as the sum of the 
real growth rate and the rate of inflation) 
is, the lower the long-run debt ratio will 
be. Public finances are therefore also sus-
tainable if the deficit and government 
debt rise in the long run, yet neither rises 
by more than (nominal) GDP.69

The Domar model can also be used 
to simulate the future pattern of the gov-
ernment debt ratio. In chart 13 four dif-
ferent scenarios with varying annualized 
assumptions will be calculated:

• Scenario 1 “Compliance with the debt rule”
• Scenario 2 “Maastricht scenario”
• Scenario 3 “Government projection”
• Scenario 4 “Worst case”

All scenarios are based on the same 
assumption that inflation remains con-
stant at 2 percent, the ECB’s target. In the 
first model it is assumed that the general 
government deficit ratio will remain con-

stant at 0.35 percent of GDP, the Federal 
limit as of 2016. Assuming a growth rate 
of one percent (= the average from 2000-
2010), this would imply a slow and con-
stant reduction in the debt ratio. If the 
Maastricht reference value of 3 percent of 
GDP is taken as the basis (see scenario 2 in 
chart 13), then the debt ratio will gradual-
ly rise. The third scenario is based on the 
government’s assumptions for the coming 
years. The Federal Government bases this 
assumption on an economic growth rate of 
1.6 percent for the coming years and gen-
eral government borrowing of around 0.1 
percent of GDP.70 This “optimistic” version 
would significantly reduce the problem of 
indebtedness. The government debt ratio 
would decrease by around 10 percentage 
points in the present legislative period if 
the assumptions made remain unchanged. 
In the medium term, the problem would 
be significantly mitigated.

The fourth scenario can be under-
stood as the “worst case” projection. It 
could occur if the euro crisis and the Eu-
rozone debt crisis were to become worse. 
Under these circumstances, a general gov-
ernment deficit of four percent of GDP in 
Germany would not be an unrealistic as-
sumption, as well as weak growth of only 
0.5 percent of GDP. Consequently, debt 
ratios would further increase and reach 
the 100 percent mark by 2024.
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Which of these scenarios is the 
most realistic depends both on global and 
Eurozone developments. Given the defla-
tionary tendencies at present, rising infla-
tion rates are probably no more likely than 
they were a few years ago, despite high 
“TARGET2 balances” and the financing of 
government debt in southern Europe.

Overall it can be said that, even 
slight tinkering with the assumptions 
of the Domar model will cause the out-
comes to vary strongly even in the short 
and medium term. After four years there 
will already be a 25 percent difference 
between the worst and the best forecast, 
and after 12 years this difference will be 
90 percent. The deficit, or more precise-
ly, net borrowing, is the politically most 
tractable factor although this metric de-
pends heavily on exogenous factors such 

as demographic developments and tech-
nological progress.71 By contrast, eco-
nomic growth and inflation (as well as in-
terest rates) are endogenous factors that 
fluctuate on a cyclical basis. This model 
can be further enhanced if, in addition, 
different cyclical trends are assumed for 
the scenarioes.72

The long-term government debt 
ratio, together with the difference be-
tween the real interest rate (which is also 
assumed to be constant) and the real eco-
nomic growth rate, determine the gov-
ernment’s long-run fiscal scope. These 
factors determine the amount of primary 
surplus the government has to generate 
in the long run in order to remain sol-
vent. The ratio between the primary sur-
plus and GDP can be derived from equa-
tion (3) as:

(real interest rate – growth rate) 

tax revenues – public sector expenditure
(excluding interest)

nominal GDP

nominal government debt
GDP

=

(4)  Required long-term primary surplus = 

As long as the real interest rate ex-
ceeds the rate of real economic growth, 
a primary surplus has to be generated in 
order to finance the interest charges in 
the long term. The higher the long-term 
debt ratio and the larger the difference 
between real interest rate and real long-
run growth rate are, the higher the inter-
est burden is. With a real interest rate of 3 
percent and economic growth of 1 percent 
as well as a government debt ratio of 80 
percent of GDP, the primary surplus has 
to be 1.6 percent of GDP. If the real inter-
est rate is lower, the budget situation will 
improve. With a real interest rate of 2 per-
cent, the primary surplus generated is 0.8 
percent of GDP. In 2013, the Federal Gov-
ernment ran a primary surplus of 8.9 bil-
lion euro, i.e. around 0.3 percent of GDP, 
while the Federal Government’s debt ratio 
was around 48 percent of GDP. In 2013, 

real economic growth was around 0.4 per-
cent. The average interest rate of govern-
ment debt in the Federal budget was 2.9 
percent and inflation was 1.5 percent. The 
required primary surplus (0.48 percent) 
was consequently around 0.2 percentage 
points higher than the actual primary sur-
plus (0.3 percent). In the long term, a pri-
mary government surplus would only be 
possible if real GDP growth were higher 
than the real interest rate.

In summary it can be said that 
the long-term debt ceilings derived from 
the Domar model and debt sustainabili-
ty, which can be approximated through 
the long-term primary balance, are both 
predicated on economic growth. High 
rates of long-term economic growth will 
drive down the long-term government 
debt ratio and widen fiscal scope. The 
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Domar model also shows that the public 
sector could inflate away some of its debt. 
Rising real interest rates and low eco-
nomic growth will force the government 
to generate an ever-higher primary sur-
plus.

4.4 When are governments over-
indebted? 

From this vantage point, a government is 
fundamentally overindebted or insolvent 
when the present value of future primary 
surpluses is finite and lower than current 
public debt. In other words, the govern-
ment is then unable to service its debt – 
in all conceivable scenarios the debt ex-
ceeds the government’s ability to repay it. 
In practice, this so-called intertemporal 
budgetary constraint is not a very helpful 
criterion. As long as a government is plau-
sibly able to generate future surpluses, 
no caps on new borrowing can be derived 
from this. Following on from this, the 
question of sustainable government debt 
ratios is therefore central to the practical 
debate. The analysis of the sustainability 
of public finances is generally based on the 
assumption that the government debt ra-
tio should not continually rise and/or sur-
pass certain limits. How high these limits 
are and how they can best be defined are 
controversial issues.

A decisive factor when analyzing the 
sustainability of public finances is the in-
teraction between interest rates, econom-
ic growth rates and primary surpluses. 
Public finances are generally considered 
to be sustainable when the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio can be stabilized, given 
realistic assumptions concerning interest 
rates, economic growth rates and prima-
ry deficits. This specifically means that 
the primary surplus has to match debt 
growth, which ensues when the interest 
rate minus the GDP growth rate is posi-
tive, i.e. the debt in the numerator grows 
faster than GDP in the denominator.

Although this method is an impor-
tant tool for assessing the sustainabili-
ty of debt, there are significant practical 
problems. Such analyses are very sus-
ceptible to slight changes in assumptions 
regarding the long-term pattern of inter-
est and growth rates. Extrapolated over 
many years, small forecasting errors can 
skew the analyses upward or downward. 
What is more, analyses that essentially 
are based on non-observable factors such 
as future growth rates or interest rates 
are prone to politically motivated embel-
lishment or pessimism. In addition, it is 
impossible to derive from this framework 
any definitive measure of what constitutes 
the “critical” government debt ratio level. 
It is also evident here how dependent the 
analysis is on fundamental assumptions 
regarding growth rates, interest rates and 
the political scope for fiscal consolidation. 
The government debt ratio could just as 
easily be stabilized at 50 percent, at 100 
percent or at 150 percent of GDP and thus 
fulfil the criterion of sustainability.

From the perspective of economic 
history, and contrary to widespread opin-
ion, no clear thresholds for “critical” levels 
of government debt can be defined. In a 
widely cited study, Carmen Reinhart and 
Kenneth Rogoff argue that the negative 
effects of government debt on economic 
growth begin to appear once government 
debt reaches around 90 percent of GDP.73 
Upon a more precise analysis, however, it 
becomes apparent that this correlation is 
based on individual observations for the 
years after the end of the Second World 
War – during which the US government 
debt ratio had risen to an all-time high of 
approximately 120 percent of GDP. At the 
same time, GDP fell sharply during the 
shift from a war economy to a peacetime 
economy in 1946 and 1947, which means 
that the data do actually show a negative 
correlation between the government debt 
ratio and the growth rate. However, with-
out the observations for the years 1946 and 
1947, the negative correlation vanishes.
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depend on external factors which are not 
covered by the often simplistic lines of ar-
gument, such as Ricardian equivalence or 
crowding out. In summary it can be said 
that, from a historical point of view, na-
tions’ fiscal scope is highly heterogeneous 
and changes over time.

Moreover, no study has so far been 
able to convincingly solve the problem 
of causality. Government debt might 
weigh on economic growth and cause the 
much-discussed negative effect. However, 
if economic growth is low, government 
debt generally increases. In the first case 
of negative correlation between both fac-
tors, it is government debt which impacts 
on growth; in the second case, growth im-
pacts on government debt. As Panizza and 
Presbitero (2013) present in detail in their 
global analysis, this causality problem has 
remained unsolved.

A large share of debt in foreign cur-
rency engenders particular risks for the 
sustainability of public finances. In such 
a situation, a devaluation of the currency 
leads to an increase in the real debt burden, 
which in turn has a negative effect on debt 
ratios. In addition, the risk of speculative 
attacks increases, as the central bank can 
no longer stabilize expectation formation 

Although the public debate suggests 
otherwise, the errors found by Herndon et 
al. (2013) in the calculations of Reinhart 
and Rogoff are not so important. Cec-
chetti et al. (2011) and Égert (2012, 2013) 
also find a negative relationship between 
government debt and economic growth 
in more systematic and less descriptive 
studies. However, the thresholds of the 
non-linear relationships between the two 
values these analyses focus on can sub-
stantially vary.

If we examine the historical rela-
tionship between government debt ratios 
and growth rates, we are unable to estab-
lish any obvious connection that would al-
low us to identify a distinct threshold. As 
illustrated in chart 14, on average, no slow-
ing of growth could be observed in the 14 
examined industrialized countries in the 
years in which government debt exceeded 
the threshold of 90 percent of GDP. The 
effects on interest rates and private invest-
ment activities regularly assumed in the 
theoretical literature cannot be readily de-
termined from the data, either. Of course, 
this does not mean that rising government 
debt does not have any effects whatsoever 
on the costs of public borrowing. However, 
historical experience illustrates that such 
relationships are very context-specific and 
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on the financial markets. Creditors’ expec-
tations are a decisive factor in the growth 
of debt. If the financial markets do not 
doubt a country’s long-term growth pros-
pects and budgetary policy, interest rates 
will remain low, and the probability that 
debt will remain sustainable also increas-
es. In the opposite case, there is the danger 
of a negative self-fulfilling prophecy: if in-
vestors are sufficiently pessimistic, debt se-
curities will already be sold on the market 
today, which will cause interest rate to go 
up. This in turn will make it more difficult 
for that country to consolidate its budget. 
If expectations are negative, the negative 
scenario is more likely to materialize.

If countries are indebted in their 
own currency, central banks can stabilize 
such situations and can ensure that the 
economy does not slide from the “good” 
expectation equilibrium with low inter-
est burdens to the “bad” equilibrium with 
high interest expenditure. Credible an-
nouncements by the central bank that it 
will fight back against such speculative 
attacks and maintain interest rates of 
government securities at a low level can 
prevent a vicious circle of higher interest 
rates and fast-growing debt. The example 
of the Eurozone in the last couple of years 
illustrates that merely the announcement 
of such possible interventions on the part 
of the Central Bank can be enough to pre-
vent a slide into the bad equilibrium. This 
is what happened in the summer of 2012 
when ECB president Mario Draghi an-
nounced the OMT program, which calmed 
the financial markets and set in motion a 
train of positive dynamics, even though 
the program has not yet been activated.

4.5 Assumptions made when 
defining the Maastricht criteria 
versus reality

The Maastricht criteria for the govern-
ment deficit and debt ratio limits in the 
European Monetary Union are intended 

to contain negative externalities. If gov-
ernment debt rises disproportionately in 
one Eurozone member state, the negative 
external effects can spread from there to 
the other members, particularly if the in-
terest rate increases for all.

The threshold of three percent for 
the deficit ratio and of 60 percent for the 
government debt-to-GDP ratio, as set out 
in the Maastricht Treaty and in the Sta-
bility and Growth Pact, go back to con-
siderations based on the Domar model. 
The fathers of the Maastricht Treaty did 
not want to let the EU average debt ratio, 
which had been rising, especially since 
1975, and in 1990 stood at around 60 
percent of GDP, to rise under any circum-
stances, but rather to bring it back down. 
The question of whether and under which 
conditions a government debt-to-GDP 
ratio of 60 percent or even more was too 
high and dangerous, only played a minor 
role.74

The setting of limits for the deficit 
and government debt-to-GDP ratio was 
based on the following assumptions: It 
was presumed that the long-term annual 
growth rate of GDP would be a real three 
and a nominal five percent. It was there-
fore expected that the annual inflation rate 
would match the target of the Bundesbank 
and later that of the ECB (2 percent). As 
described in equation (1), based on these 
assumptions, the government debt-to-
GDP ratio will converge to 60 percent 
regardless of the initial level if the deficit 
ratio is three percent. The debt ratio will 
also fall to 60 percent in the long term in 
countries with a higher initial debt ratio if 
the deficit ratio remains at three percent 
and as long as nominal GDP growth is five 
percent.

In the first two years following the 
launch of monetary union on 1 January 
1999, when the world economy was still 
booming, the euro area’s GDP actually 
grew in real terms by the assumed three 
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percent and nominally came close to the 
assumed five percent.75 The member 
states, apart from Greece, had no problem 
complying with the deficit criterion. But 
then the Eurozone member states encoun-
tered a phase of slower growth following 
the bust of the New Economy Boom in 
2001. From 2001 to 2005 euro-area GDP 
growth averaged a mere 1.4 percent in real 
terms and 3.5 percent in nominal terms. 
The growth rate of the euro area’s public 
revenues was lower than that of its GDP. 
Despite all austerity measures, public ex-
penditures grew more than GDP.

The consequence of these devel-
opments was that the deficit ratio of the 
entire euro area, which had fallen from 
5.2 to 1.0 percent from 1995 to 2000, rose 
to 2.7 percent in 2003 and 2004 before 
dropping slightly to 2.5 percent in 2005. 
Apart from Greece, it was especially the 
two largest member states, i.e. Germany 
and France, which overshot the deficit 
limit of three percent. Their government 
debt ratios, which had fallen in the previ-
ous years, went back up after 2002.

4.6 Public investment and sustaina-
bility of government debt

Public investments are important for the 
sustainability of government debt, as they 
can increase private sector productivity 
and can therefore contribute positively to 
economic growth. If the additional growth 
contribution is higher than the effect of ad-
ditional credit-based investments on the 
level of interest, this additional debt will 
not affect the sustainability of government 
debt. In such cases the growth-enhancing 
effects of public investments are more im-
portant.

Studies on this issue come up with 
different findings. At least they went some 
way to deflating the notion that prevailed 
in the 1950s and 1960s that public invest-
ments were as productive as private sector 

investment.76 Moreover, the public invest-
ment to GDP ratio (investment ratio) fell 
across the OECD from 1971 to 1990. The 
explanation given for this, however, was 
that if fiscal scope is limited, it is easier to 
cut back on investments and consolidate, 
with less political resistance, rather than 
to cut back current public expenditure on 
personnel and the social welfare sector, 
which labor law and other statutory provi-
sions render from very difficult to impos-
sible.77 According to calculations based 
on figures published by the Bundesbank, 
which are, however, very controversial,78 
there has been a significant decrease of 
public net wealth. This is a dangerous 
trend for the sustainability of public fi-
nances.

Academic research on the pro-
ductivity of public sector expenditure in 
general and public investment in par-
ticular was intensified beginning around 
1990.79 The need for research was based 
on two factors: the decrease in the public 
investment ratio and the infrastructural 
shortcomings and bottlenecks that have 
become apparent, and the assumption 
that this decrease slowed the growth of 
productivity in the 1970s and 1980s. In 
the course of this research, numerous em-
pirical findings were generated applying 
different methodical approaches. When 
Sturm, Kuper and de Haan (1996) sum-
marized contemporaneous and older re-
search, their results ran the entire gamut: 
the marginal productivity of public invest-
ments ranged from much higher, about 
the same, significantly lower and in some 
cases even negative compared to the mar-
ginal productivity of private investment.80 
Romp and de Haan (2007) updated this 
overview of the empirical literature. They 
noted that the methods for estimation 
had improved. The empirical findings still 
differed regarding the effects of public in-
vestment on the growth of productivity 
and the economy. However, the empiri-
cal analyses tended to indicate that pub-
lic investment had a growth-stimulating 
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effect.81 The extent of the effects of public 
investment depended on the quantity and 
quality of the existing infrastructure cap-
ital stock. In this context, the closing of 
infrastructure bottlenecks was of utmost 
importance.

Moreover, there is a complementa-
ry relationship between private and public 
investments. For example, if land needs 
to be opened up for building real estate, 
public and private infrastructural devel-
opment on the site are crucial to making 
the real estate sellable. This includes mu-
nicipal streets, water pipes and sewage, 
gas and electricity, cables for telephone 
and internet connectivity and much more. 
In Germany, public investment – as part 
of the large overall public expenditure – 
have been reduced the most. This also 
includes the above-mentioned negative 
net investment (see chart 5) over the past 
ten years. For Germany as a business lo-
cation this consequently means that pub-
lic investments have fallen more than the 
fairly low private investments.

Now public-sector data are availa-
ble on the magnitude of the investment 
backlog in Germany. In May 2013, the 
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW) 
surveyed 526 cities, municipalities and 
counties. The survey estimated the back-
log for the municipal sector, in which 60 
percent of public building investments are 
carried out, at 128 billion euro. The big-

gest gaps were in funding to repair trans-
portation infrastructure and schools. 
Both the “Deutsche Landkreistag” (Ger-
man County Association) as well as the 
“Deutscher Städte- und Gemeindebund” 
(German Association of Towns and Mu-
nicipalities) therefore called on the feder-
al states to provide better funding for the 
regional authorities. Although the mu-
nicipalities generated a collective budget 
surplus of 1.8 billion euro, this was main-
ly due to canceling or deferring their in-
vestment projects.82

But it has to be taken into consid-
eration that the communal umbrella or-
ganizations are also pursuing an agenda 
of their own because they expect higher 
revenues from an investment surge. It can 
generally be said that certain public in-
vestments for infrastructure maintenance 
are necessary. In addition, there are new 
infrastructure needs, such as the expan-
sion of power grids. But this does not 
mean that every public facility in need of 
renovation, be it schools, hospitals, com-
munity centers, administrative buildings, 
gymnasiums, swimming pools or any oth-
er public building, leads to a need for in-
vestment. In light of demographic change, 
careful consideration should be given in-
stead to areas and regions where it makes 
sense to reduce infrastructure and where 
it should be rebuilt or expanded. Put dif-
ferently, it is important to invest public 
funds where returns are sufficiently high.
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Box 2: Is double-entry accounting better suited to setting the limits of government debt 

than cameralistic (single-entry) accounting?

Financial management in the government sector has traditionally been based on cameralistic (single-en-

try) accounting since the 16th century, i.e. the public administration’s accounting is based on a statement 

of receipts and outlays. Only transactions that affect cash flow are recorded. Double-entry accounting 

had already been developed and practiced by Italian merchants in the Middle Ages out of their own com-

mercial motives. This system made it possible to establish profits at any time by drawing up a balance 

sheet with the “assets” on one side of the ledger and “debt” on the other, as well as a profit and loss 

statement with flow variables on the expenses and revenues side. In order to tax profits, the government 

requires commercial businesses, apart from small sole traders, to undertake double entry accounting 

according to the “generally accepted accounting principles”. 

In Germany, double-entry accounting has increasingly been practiced at the government level for only 

the last two decades. For a long time it was not seen as necessary because, unlike businesses, the gov-

ernment did not regard its purpose as making profits or increasing its wealth. The government was 

there to cover public requirements and to fulfil public tasks set in the budget of the legislative branch 

of government. Cameralistic (single-entry) accounting allowed a comparison of the actual revenues and 

expenditures in the budget during a fiscal period, thus ensuring exact control over the implementation 

of the budget. Questions regarding the efficiency of implementation and trends of the balance of govern-

ment assets and debt are hidden by “simple cameralistic (single-entry)” accounting.83

In Germany, four states –Bremen, Hamburg, Hesse and North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) – and almost all 

municipalities have already implemented or adopted double-entry accounting. In Bavaria, Schleswig-Hol-

stein and Thuringia it has only been introduced as an option in addition to single-entry accounting.84 The 

other federal states have decided to report their finances using “extended cameralistic (single-entry) ac-

counting”, i.e. introducing certain additional calculations such as management accounting, the product 

budget85 for managing the output, balancing of accounts or wealth accounting and the like.

The Federal Government decided not to introduce double-entry accounting and with its reform pro-

ject “Modernisation of the budget and accounting system” in 2010, it opted for a model of “extended 

cameralistic (single-entry) accounting” that lags far behind that of the federal states and has therefore 

been referred to as “rudimentary”. Its key elements are wealth accounting as well as management 

accounting. The latter does not apply universally.86 And on the former method the Sachverständigenrat 

(German Council of Economic Experts), in its expert opinion on the limitation of government debt in 

2007, commented as follows: “It is true that the annual financial statement the Federal Ministry of 

Finance has to submit annually includes a statement of assets and liabilities apart from the revenue 

and expenditure account. ... [This does], however, have no informational value whatsoever, as assets 

and liabilities of the Federal Government are only incompletely accounted for and in some cases not 

at all.”87

Different parallel developments have led to double-entry accounting being used more frequently in pub-

lic accounting in Germany since 199688:

• Following the reunification boom, average economic growth from 1993 to the present has been very 

meagre compared to the 20 previous years. This has been a burden for the public coffers, particularly 

those of the municipalities with their limited powers to raise taxes. This explains why the municipali-

ties began to shift to double-entry accounting.89
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• The financial burdens of the reunification process – together with the decline in economic growth 

after 1992 – caused the government debt-to-GDP ratio to rise strongly up until 1996.

• More than the explosion of the explicit government debt, the rise of the much higher implicit debt 

fueled public debate on sustainability and intergenerational justice of public finances on the political 

stage and in public discourse.90

• Methodologies have been developed for empirical research on effects; they are also applied to public 

finances but require data which single-entry accounting is unable to provide.91

Single-entry accounting is focused on present cash effects and does not cover information on past or 

future public revenues or expenditures, but only provides a one-dimensional picture of payment flows 

in the current fiscal year. Even if it shows present budget surpluses, this information is not suitable to 

answer questions on the sustainability and intergenerational justice of public finances.

Apart from the more or less expanded single-entry accounting system, the introduction of double-entry 

accounting at the level of all regional authorities, i.e. also at the federal level, would be a milestone in 

government accounting in view of securing the sustainability of public finances.92 It is a well-established 

instrument for safeguarding businesses’ future, in that it is a device for the early detection of threats to 

the sustainability of corporate policy or even a business’ viability, e.g. future charges in the reserves for 

company pension schemes. Double-entry accounting could be of similar significance for the sustainabil-

ity of government debt, as it would also cover implicit government debt.

4.7 Demographics

A study of the state of public finances 
would be incomplete without consider-
ing the demographic transition taking 
place in Germany. The generation of baby 
boomers of the 1950s and 1960s was fol-
lowed by cohorts with low birth rates. This 
meant that once the baby boomer genera-
tion reaches retirement age, the active la-
bor force will have to work harder to fund 
the bulging pensioner generation.

Chart 1593 shows the age structure of 
Germany’s population. While in 1910 there 
were still enough young people and the age 
structure was pyramid-shaped, in 2008 
there was a relatively large baby boomer 
generation slowly approaching retirement 
age and younger cohorts with significantly 
lower birth rates. In 2060 this effect will 
have all but disappeared from the data. 
From the demographic transition it follows 
that the ratio of persons age 65 and up per 
100 persons ages 20 to 64 will continually 
increase in the coming decades (chart 16).

The data and calculations shown 
here are based on the “median population” 
variant of the 12th population projection 
of the Statistisches Bundesamt (Federal 
Statistical Office), which were updated 
with the help of the latest census and are 
adapted to the latest modified net migra-
tion figures. It assumes a near constant to-
tal fertility rate of 1.4 children per woman, 
an increase of life expectancy among new-
borns by 2060 to around 89 years for girls 
and around 85 years for boys, as well as 
a decline of annual net immigration from 
around 450,000 persons a year in 2014 to 
100,000 persons in the long run (version 
1-W1). Given annual emigration figures, 
such net immigration would require gross 
immigration of around 800,000 to 1 mil-
lion people.

This demographic development 
means that on balance, government 
spending will increase in the future, as the 
larger cohorts of retirees will entail high-
er expenses for social insurance and pen-
sions. Following from these considera-
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higher than the GDP growth rate and that 
the government therefore cannot expect 
faster economic growth to relieve it of its 
consolidation requirements. If the interest 
rate were permanently lower than GDP, no 
such sustainability gap could exist.

In its demographic expert opinion 
the German Council of Economic Experts 
(Sachverständigenrat 2011) reports a sus-
tainability gap of 3.1 percent until 2060. 
Chart 17 reflects this development with 
updated calculations. The upper curve 

tions, the concept of the sustainability gap 
was developed; it enables us to determine 
to what extent the primary balance has to 
be increased directly and permanently in 
order to keep public finances sustainable. 
When identifying a sustainability gap, a 
fiscal consolidation is imperative so that 
the national government debt-to-GDP ra-
tio will not permanently increase.

These sustainability analyses imply 
that the average interest rate for long-term 
government securities is permanently 
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indicates the growth of the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio without adjusting the 
contribution rates for social security insur-
ance. Without consolidation, government 
debt-to-GDP ratio would rise only slightly 
up until 2030. This suggests that the social 
security insurances have become more re-
silient to demographic changes following 
the reforms of the past. As of 2030 govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio would go back up 
to 247 percent, if no countermeasures were 
taken. The service expansion of the statu-
tory pension scheme (so-called pension 
package), which was decided by the Grand 
Coalition in 2014 and has already been im-
plemented will significantly increase the 
sustainability gap, to 3.4 percent. 

4.8 Preliminary findings

We can now list the conditions which keep 
the government debt ratio at a certain lev-
el and thus make it sustainable. As the ra-
tio is a fraction with government debt in 
the numerator and nominal GDP in the 
denominator, we can initially say that the 
ratio remains constant if the denominator 
and numerator increase by the same rate. 
While from 1950 to 1973 the government 
debt ratio in the Federal Republic of Ger-
many remained fairly constant at around 

20 percent, the average annual growth of 
government debt of over 10 percent was 
much higher than in the following dec-
ades. However, the average rate of growth 
of nominal GDP was just as high.

In the years of the upward trend of 
the government debt ratio from around 20 
percent in 1974 to over 80 percent in 2012, 
the denominator and numerator were no 
longer increasing in sync. In other words, 
average nominal GDP growth could no 
longer even keep up with the dampened 
increase in government debt. Trend real 
economic growth collapsed not only in the 
Federal Republic of Germany but in all ma-
jor industrialized nations (Chart 2).

With economic growth, the interest 
rate and the primary balance of the public 
budget, the conditions for consistency and 
sustainability of the government debt-to-
GDP ratio can be described as follows:94

If the real interest rate is equal to the 
real growth rate of the economy, only the 
primary budget and not the overall pub-
lic budget must be balanced. The surplus 
tax revenue generated through economic 
growth will then be enough to cover all in-
terest payments from new borrowing, i.e. 
further overall public budget deficits.
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If the real interest rate exceeds the 
real rate of economic growth, the prima-
ry budget must generate a surplus so that 
government debt-to-GDP ratio remains 
consistent.

If the real interest rate is lower than 
the real growth rate of the economy, then 
the government debt-to-GDP ratio can 
even be constant if the primary budget is 
running a deficit. Like a Ponzi scheme, the 
state can service its debt through more 
and more borrowing.

These insights are based on the 
recognition of intertemporal budget con-
straints: tax revenues have to keep pace 
with public expenditure in the long run, 
at least as long as the relevant interest 
rate on government debt is not persis-
tently below the growth rate of the econ-
omy.

The above observation of the con-
ditions for a consistent government debt-
to-GDP ratio is based on the assumption 
of real, i.e. price-adjusted, values. In nom-
inal terms there is additional scope for 
government debt without endangering the 
stability of the government debt-to-GDP 
ratio. If there is real economic growth of 
zero percent, overall government debt can 
rise by the rate of inflation of, for instance, 

2 percent without increasing the govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio.

The limits of government debt in 
Germany will depend in the future on the 
evolution of the relationship between the 
real rate of economic growth and the real 
interest rate. If one assumes that the level 
of interest is permanently low due to the 
global capital glut and the world economy 
is meaningfully recovering from the finan-
cial and economic crisis – in particular 
from the ensuing government debt crisis 
– and is returning to the rate of economic 
growth prior to the crisis, one will be in 
favor of increasing government debt and 
not approve of limiting government debt. 
Part of the working group shares this view.

Assuming that the interest rate will 
exceed the growth rate sooner or later, the 
government’s refinancing costs will con-
sequently increase. If economic growth in 
Germany, owing to the demographic tran-
sition and absent an independent increase 
in the labor force through other measures, 
is far lower than the long-term interest 
rate, fiscal consolidation is advisable and 
government debt limits are welcome. This 
view is favored by another faction within 
the working group. The size of growth ef-
fects of public sector activity matters here. 
Investment in classical infrastructure, but 
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also in a society’s human capital, can lead 
to higher growth rates. Any such positive 
growth effects in Germany since the 1970s 
have nonetheless not caused economic 
growth to outpace the interest rate. This 
could change in the future, but does not 
necessarily have to be so.

A third camp within the working 
group assumes that the interest level will 
not remain below the GDP growth rate 
over the long term. However, they hold 
that, whenever interest rates are lower 
than the growth rate, the public sector 
should take on very long run debt in order 
to finance its investment activities.
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5.1 Possible intergenerational
 burden shifting

When, for instance, politicians talk about 
encumbering future generations with 
government debt, generally an analogy 
between private and public budgets is 
assumed. Individuals can borrow funds 
in the present to increase their spending. 
They thus transfer the burden of repay-
ment to the future. Borrowing is seen as 
particularly justifiable when the benefits 
are accrued at a later stage so that bene-
fits and costs offset one another over time, 
e.g. when borrowing in order to buy a 
home for one’s own use. This is referred to 
as the pay as you use principle.95

The analogy holds for external pub-
lic debt, i.e. if a country borrows from 
non-residents. In this case it does not mat-
ter if the borrowing is denominated in do-
mestic or foreign currency. This allows a 
country to consume and/or produce more 
today; but it will then later have to make 
payments to non-residents out of tax rev-
enues. This is applicable as soon as inter-
est has to be paid, but in particular, when 
the loan has to be repaid. In this instance, 
borrowing can also be justified with the 
pay as you use principle, especially if the 
foreign loan is used to increase domestic 
investment and thus productivity and tax 
revenues.

However, this analogy falls apart as 
soon as the debt is domestic, i.e. as soon 
as the creditors live in the same country. 
Already in 1817 David Ricardo – assuming 
full employment (Say’s law) – pointed out 
that over a given period consumption can 
never exceed output. Consequently, public 

expenditure reduces individuals’ produc-
tive resources by an equal amount, wheth-
er these are financed through taxes or 
debt. The same applies to the repayment. 
Thus it is always a distribution problem 
between contemporaries.96 Classical eco-
nomics is based on this – as advocated 
by, for instance, Abba Lerner (1948) – as-
serting the virtual impossibility of shift-
ing burdens to future generations.97 This 
applies both to implicit and explicit debt. 
However, classical economics suggests 
that through public borrowing the distri-
bution within later generations is skewed 
toward bondholders and at the expense 
of taxpayers. But of course these groups 
also overlap. Therefore what changes is 
not intergenerational distribution, but 
intragenerational distribution. This also 
applies to both implicit and explicit debt.

Even if he did not believe that this 
applied to reality, Ricardo showed that – 
when certain conditions are met, especial-
ly complete foresight – the financing by 
way of tax and debt are allocatively equiv-
alent. This idea of “Ricardian equivalence” 
was revisited in particular by Robert Bar-
ro (1974), who viewed it more positively. 
For it to apply, a whole set of conditions 
have to be met; for instance, the taxpay-
ers must have rational expectations and 
have to behave altruistically toward their 
descendants.98

They know that they themselves 
or their descendants will later have to 
pay higher taxes to cover for today’s tax 
breaks. They will therefore make provi-
sions for this in the form of savings. Fi-
nancing public services through taxes or 
debt is especially likely to have real con-

5. Burden shifting as a set of distribution problems
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sequences when the economic actors have 
“debt illusions”; i.e. if they ignore the fact 
that they or their descendants will have to 
repay public debt at a later stage. Contrary 
to Barro, Ricardo assumed that a “debt il-
lusion” existed and was thus actually not a 
proponent of the equivalence proposition 
which bears his name.99

To what extent a debt illusion exists 
is an empirical question. The empirical lit-
erature does not wholeheartedly endorse 
the Ricardian equivalence as presented by 
Barro.100 On the other hand, it can hardly 
be contested that later generations are bur-
dened when debt is raised internally if the 
room for manoeuver of these generations 
is thereby restricted overall. There are es-
sentially three factors that can cause this:

(i) The borrowing can influence the di-
vision of today’s production between 
consumption and investment. If pub-
lic consumption crowds out private 
investments, which is primarily the 
case when there is full employment, 
this diminishes later generations’ po-
tential output and – ceteris paribus – 
reduces their consumption opportu-
nities.101 This argument is admittedly 
ambivalent. If the government makes 
additional investments with these 
funds and only slightly crowds out 
private investments or does not crowd 
them out at all, this will increase the 
potential output of later generations 
and consequently also their oppor-
tunities for consumption. Whether 
these generations experience a bur-
den or relief from borrowing depends 
on the use of the additional public 
expenditure, on the productivity of 
the public investments (possibly) fi-
nanced with these as well as on the 
crowding out of private investments 
through additional public spending.102

(ii) Buchanan (1958) pointed out that 
the classical orthodoxy is based on a 
somewhat questionable aggregation 

of the respective generations in that 
it is assumed that a generation owes 
itself the respective government debt. 
If we look separately at securities buy-
ers or holders and taxpayers, there is 
a substantial difference between the 
generations. If securities are issued, 
at the very least some improve their 
position, but nobody is worse off. The 
securities are voluntarily purchased 
and the taxpayers’ burden is less-
ened. However, the taxpayers of lat-
er generations are burdened, as their 
scope for decision-making is restrict-
ed. This also affects people who were 
not even born at the time of the bor-
rowing or who were not yet eligible to 
vote, which means that their interests 
have been inadequately (or not at all) 
taken into consideration.103 From this 
perspective, the burden is shifted to 
future generations, full employment 
or not.104 In this respect there is also 
no difference between internal and 
external debt.

(iii)  The third mechanism through which 
burden shifting can occur becomes 
apparent when considering the gen-
erational overlap. In the arguments 
above it is implicitly assumed that the 
members of society living in one pe-
riod are all of the same age. Howev-
er, in reality people of different ages 
and interests can live contempora-
neously – known as generation over-
lap. The reduction of the tax burden 
today also benefits those who due to 
their age will not be responsible for 
repayment, especially if maturities 
are long. But at the same time, the 
unborn are burdened as well. If a 
more long-term perspective is adopt-
ed and a stable population structure 
assumed, then in the case of bor-
rowing, the first generation will be 
relieved, while the latter will be bur-
dened.105 This applies both to implic-
it as well as explicit debt and is also 
relevant where Ricardian equivalence 
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applies. As the population ages, this 
effect increases. It can gain political 
importance where aging increases 
the segment of the population with a 
stronger interest in raising debt.106 

Although the analogy from internal 
public debt to private debt does not hold, 
one cannot – as classical orthodoxy does – 
assume that there will be no burden for fu-
ture generations through borrowing. This 
applies as long as the interest rate is high-
er than the growth rate.107 What the extent 
of this burden will be is not a theoretical 
but an empirical question. There are now 
two approaches with which to address 
these questions: generational account-
ing, developed by Auerbach, Gokhale and 
Kotlikoff (1994), and a similar method de-
veloped by the OECD.108

That taxpayers of later generations 
are burdened by borrowing does not nec-
essarily mean that they will be worse off 
than if there were no borrowing. If the 
debt is used to finance additional pub-
lic investments and if these investments 
are more productive than the potential-
ly crowded-out private investments, the 
generation to come will be better off over-
all. Then it is possible that coming tax-
payers – in absolute terms – will be bet-
ter off thanks to the borrowing. This does 
not mean, however, that there would not 
be any political problems; for the politi-
cal debate the relative aspect is generally 
much more important than the absolute 
one. If, for instance, the marginal tax rate 
on labor income rises due to borrowing, 
this can also lead to social problems even 
if the real disposable income of the em-
ployees concerned increases.109

5.2 Government debt and inter-
personal income distribution

While the effects of government debt 
on taxpayers and securities holders as 
groups are straightforward, the effects on 

 interpersonal income distribution are far 
less clear. This is due not only but also to 
the fact that both groups overlap. This ap-
plies not only when individual taxpayers 
hold securities, but especially when life 
and pension insurers hold securities for 
funded retirement provision.

The effects on functional income 
distribution are fairly straightforward. 
Borrowing tends to lead to redistribution 
in favor of capital owners, at least when 
the factors of production are being used 
to capacity. As capital ownership is posi-
tively correlated with income, it can be as-
sumed that income distribution becomes 
more unequal with additional borrowing. 
This also largely depends, though, on how 
interest payments are funded: through 
(progressive) income tax or, for instance, 
a (regressive) value added tax.110 Inas-
much as additional debt leads to an in-
crease in inflation, this is at the expense 
of the recipients of nominally fixed in-
comes. Where the lowest incomes – the 
lowest pensions as well as social welfare 
payments – are inflation-indexed, their 
recipients will not be affected. As there is 
no empirical analysis of the interest and 
amortization rates on this borrowing as 
well as the additional public spending en-
abled by the borrowing, the effects of gov-
ernment debt on personal income distri-
bution remain highly uncertain.111
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6.1 Government debt, monetary 
policy and inflation

High government debt ratios often raise 
concerns among the public about strong 
rises in inflation or even hyperinflation, 
based on the fear that large debt will 
strongly incentivize the government to in-
flate away its debt. The traumatic experi-
ence of hyperinflation in Germany would 
appear to lend credence to these fears.112 
In reality, though, the link between gov-
ernment debt and inflation is much more 
subtle. There are many different ways to 
reduce a debt overhang. Examples from 
economic history (for instance, in Great 
Britain) show that even government debt 
ratios of almost 300 percent can be re-
duced without causing high inflation. 
In order for this to succeed, the econo-
my needs to grow quickly enough or the 
growth rate has to exceed the real interest 
rate, for instance as a consequence of fi-
nancial repression.

If, on the other hand, the economy 
is growing slowly, debt reduction will re-
quire painful adjustments. Whether this 
really leads to inflation largely depends on 
the monetary policy response. As long as 
the central bank maintains the objective 
of price stability, any increase in borrow-
ing will require fiscal adjustments. The 
relationship described in equation (2) is 
essential for understanding the interrela-
tionship between fiscal and monetary pol-
icy. It describes the relationship between 
the government’s long-term interest bur-
den and the primary surplus that has to be 
generated if the real interest rate is higher 
than the real economic growth rate (oth-
erwise solvency would always be guar-

anteed). In order to rule out sovereign 
default, the interest burden ultimately 
has to be covered by primary government 
surpluses generated in the future. Any rise 
in the debt ratio (like a rise in the ratio of 
real interest rate to economic growth) will 
require adjustments either in the form 
of higher tax revenues in the future or 
spending cuts.

This correlation could be eased if 
the central bank permanently tolerated 
stronger growth of its money supply, the 
monetary base113 (in connection with a 
constant rise in the rate of inflation), and 
uses this to increase the revenue from 
non-interest bearing money creation (sei-
gniorage). As Sargent and Wallace (1981) 
indicated, the expectations of the market 
participants that such a shift in policy will 
be inevitable in the future are enough to 
trigger an immediate rise in the price lev-
el. But the real gains that can be obtained 
from an anticipated inflation tax are fairly 
limited: revenues from non-interest bear-
ing money creation only constitute a small 
share of public revenue. What is more, as 
inflation rises, the demand for central bank 
money (and therefore the basis for the in-
flation tax) decreases. In addition, it does 
make a difference whether market partici-
pants expect a permanent expansion of the 
monetary base or whether they trust that 
the monetary policymakers will guarantee 
price stability in the long term. If the latter 
is the case, even a strong but temporary 
expansion of the monetary base will not 
bring about any inflationary effects. 

The key significance of expecta-
tions on future policy can lead to mul-
tiple self-fulfilling equilibria: as long as 

6. Effects of government borrowing
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the euro area and in Germany, to below 2 
percent in 2013 and 2014 and even below 
0 percent in the first two months of 2015.

The answer to the question of 
whether the creation of base money will 
also cause inflation to rise in the future 
hinges in great measure on the ability to 
reverse a rise of inflation while stabilizing 
economic activity. Schularick and Taylor 
(2012) show that no rise in inflation rates 
was observed following a period of high 
debt overhang in the course of financial 
crises. Clearly, such episodes are char-
acterized by a regime of monetary domi-
nance. The low nominal interest rate even 
for long-dated government securities in 
Germany, but also in the USA and Japan, 
indicate that the markets expect this re-
gime to continue for a long time.

Unexpectedly low rates of inflation 
cause a rise in the real burden of nomi-
nal indebtedness. This could, however, 
be lowered through a surprise increase in 
prices as long as the economic actors do 
not anticipate such a rise and government 
bonds are not inflation-indexed. Such sur-
prise inflation would be akin to “printing 
money”. The longer the average term of 
the government securities, the greater the 
beneficial fiscal effect. In times of spend-
ing shocks, a shift to a regime of fiscal 
dominance becomes more likely, in which 

 market participants count on price sta-
bility, nominal and real interest rates will 
remain low, even if inflation is moderate, 
which makes debt servicing manageable. 
If, however, high inflation is expected and 
nominal interest rates consequently rise 
sharply, because financial markets de-
mand a premium on the risk of asset de-
valuation through inflation, the high real 
interest burden can jeopardize solvency. 
The pressure on monetary policy to shift 
to an inflationary policy mounts, the more 
sharply the government debt ratio rises.

Owing to unconventional mone-
tary policy measures since the onset of 
the financial crisis, the balance sheets of 
central banks around the world have been 
massively expanded114 (see chart 19). This 
has often raised fears that central banks 
will see themselves as needing to buy up 
government bonds by creating central 
bank money. In reality, the large expan-
sion of central bank balance sheets is ini-
tially a reactive flight by private investors 
into safe investments, to which central 
banks have been responding by providing 
liquidity. Despite the strong expansion 
of the monetary base, the M3 monetary 
aggregate in the euro-area private sector 
has stagnated; lending in the euro area 
has even decreased (see chart 20). The 
rate of inflation (measured in terms of the 
consumer price index) also declined in 
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the central bank would be forced to allow 
inflation to increase in order to fend off an 
impending sovereign default.115

According to the fiscal theory of 
the price level, adjusting the price level 
accordingly in response to severe shocks 
can be ideal.116 Indebtedness, expressed 
in nominal terms, leaves open the option 
of surprise inflation in order to cushion 
strong shocks without an explicit sover-
eign default. The real burden from nom-
inal indebtedness would be reduced by a 
rise in prices. Past historical experiences 
with episodes in which runaway inflation 
(with annual price increases of over 25 
percent) were deliberately used as a debt 
relief instrument, however, show that the 
misuse of these options can entail high 
real costs.117

To this end, explicit institutional 
safeguards were introduced in the euro 
area in order to rule out such a possibility. 
The European Central Bank, as an inde-
pendent entity, is responsible for ensuring 
price stability. The Maastricht Treaty pro-
hibits the ECB from buying government 
securities on the primary market, a policy 
designed to ensure a regime of monetary 
dominance. The option of “printing mon-
ey” is no longer in the realm of individu-
al Eurozone governments. They have to 
deliver sufficiently high primary surplus-

es by adjusting tax revenue and/or gov-
ernment spending. Individual Eurozone 
governments, in effect, have to borrow in 
a currency that they cannot create them-
selves.

Doing away with the option of in-
flation tax imposes tight limits on gov-
ernment debt. In addition, it exacerbates 
the problem of self-fulfilling prophecies. 
As long as investors expect debt to be 
serviced, they will buy debt at low inter-
est rates. If, however, they fear that gov-
ernment debt might not be sustainable in 
the long term, the risk premiums they de-
mand will rise sharply, which means the 
real interest charge will make debt servic-
ing even more difficult. Feedback effects 
can then set in motion a spiral leading to 
a sudden drying up of financial flows. If 
under such conditions credible debt relief 
is not possible through the generation of 
primary surpluses, real debt reschedul-
ing – the devaluation of creditor claims 
through a (partial) haircut – is ultimate-
ly unavoidable. Even a problem that was 
originally purely a liquidity problem can 
then quickly become a solvency problem. 
If a country is nominally indebted in its 
own currency, the domestic central bank 
could contain such liquidity problems; 
however, the Eurozone’s unusual makeup 
and framework make such policy respons-
es more difficult.
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Again, the danger of such mood 
swings does indeed increase in line with 
rising government debt ratios. This is 
an important argument for stabilizing 
the government debt-to-GDP ratio at a 
low level in the long term so that there is 
enough scope for a temporary increase 
in the debt ratio in times of crisis. Also, a 
monetary policy that is flexible in all direc-
tions can make an important contribution 
to stabilization by fighting deflationary 
dangers while at the same time prevent-
ing an excessive rise in the real debt bur-
den as a consequence of unexpectedly 
low inflation. As recent events in Japan 
have shown, the threat of regime change 
increases if it is not possible to break out 
from a phase of prolonged stagnation with 
the government debt ratio continually ris-
ing. The greater the fixation on price sta-
bility, the greater the threat of a drastic 
regime change.

6.2 Multiplier effects of expansion-
ary or contractionary fiscal policy

Active fiscal policy only played a minor 
role as a stabilizing instrument in the past 
few decades because the strength of mul-
tiplier effects was strongly contested for 
a long time. Modern studies show that 
the effect of debt-financed government 
spending strongly depends on the specific 
economic framework conditions.118 If the 
level of production is determined by the 
supply side alone, there will only be very 
small, possibly even negative multiplier 
effects. If economic activity is constrained 
by insufficient demand, the multiplier ef-
fect of government spending can be very 
high. Dynamic equilibrium models with 
price rigidities show that its effect mostly 
depends on the effectiveness of monetary 
policy, the exchange rate system as well as 
the economic situation. Expectations of 
market participants on the future path of 
fiscal and monetary policy are also of cen-
tral importance. If they expect a debt-fue-
led surge in government spending to be 

financed later on through anti-cyclical 
expenditure cuts, the multiplier effects 
will be much stronger than if future tax 
increases are expected (which induces a 
negative effect on wealth).

The monetary policy response is 
especially important in this context. As 
long as monetary policy is in the position 
to stabilize cyclical fluctuations, demand 
shocks and thus also changes in govern-
ment spending will hardly affect produc-
tion. If, for example, the central bank re-
acts to a rise in government spending by 
raising interest rates, then the additional 
government demand will be compensat-
ed for through a dampening of aggregate 
demand; there will be no multiplier effect. 
The more stabilization through monetary 
policy is supported by changes in the ex-
change rate, the more effective it will be. 
In a regime of fixed exchange rates, mon-
etary policy has to act within tight con-
straints.

As became apparent during the 
financial crisis, economic stabilization 
through monetary policy can also come 
up against tight limits for other reasons. 
As nominal interest rates cannot be nega-
tive, economic stimulus using traditional 
monetary policy instruments is no longer 
possible if interest rates are close to zero. 
Under such conditions, expansionary fis-
cal policy can be an effective substitute 
for monetary policy-based stabilization. A 
temporary increase in government spend-
ing can make up for the drop in private 
demand without the central bank having 
to respond by raising interest rates.

The experience of the financial 
and economic crisis since 2008 provide 
substantial empirical data to estimate an 
interval for the level of the multipliers.119 
Various econometric studies arrive at 
fairly similar results. Ramey (2011) es-
timates the interval to range from 0.8 to 
1.5; Spilimbergo et al. (2009) as well as 
Coenen et al. (2012) find values ranging 
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from 1 to 1.5. The effect of expansionary 
fiscal policy is especially strong when it 
concentrates on the phase in which the 
scope of traditional monetary policy is 
limited because of the zero lower bound. 
If government spending rises over the 
long term, the multiplier effects will be far 
lower. They are also lower in open nation-
al economies with strong international in-
terdependencies, as part of the additional 
demand created by general government 
leaves the country. 

If monetary policy cannot balance 
asymmetrical demand shocks in a regime 
of fixed exchange rates or in a monetary 
union, shocks that have varying impacts 
on different regions require the appli-
cation of other stabilizing instruments. 
These can be automatic stabilizers such as 
unemployment insurance or personal in-
come tax. They allow government deficits 
to rise in times of recession and to corre-
spondingly run surpluses in good times, 
consequently reducing economic fluctua-
tions. If, however, no such stabilizers are 
applied, these fluctuations will increase 
pro-cyclically.

The fiscal provisions of the Maas-
tricht Treaty are relatively rigid, which is 
not always helpful in a monetary union. A 
fiscal pact was therefore recently adopt-
ed in order to impose limits on structur-
al deficits and thus allow deficit margins 
in order to cope with cyclical ups and 
downs. Even so, it should be noted that 
the more the stabilizing function is per-
formed through cyclical transfers between 
the affected regions, the more effective it 
will be.120 Thus, in the US around 30 per-
cent of individual US states’ tax gaps are 
plugged by federal automatic stabilisers.121

The stabilizing effects of fiscal mul-
tipliers work best whenever a debt-funded 
rise in government spending in a reces-
sion is financed through spending cuts 
during economic booms. As pointed out 
by Corsetti et al. (2010) it would be ideal 

to combine stabilizing measures during a 
financial crisis with the announcement of 
strict consolidation in the future. This is 
predicated on a credible commitment to 
consolidate in the future. Nevertheless, 
there is disagreement among economists 
as to what extent stimulus measures or, 
conversely, fiscal consolidation measures 
should be taken during a financial crisis if 
credibility is lacking. Again, this depends 
heavily on the specific circumstances.

An important variable here is how 
capital market rates will react to the an-
nouncement of a specific consolidation 
path. As an increase in the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio makes it more diffi-
cult to enforce sustainable consolidation 
paths, there is a danger – particularly in 
the case of heavily indebted governments 
– that market participants will undergo 
abrupt mood swings, which can lead to 
a self-fulfilling explosion of government 
debt-to-GDP ratio. The attendant increase 
in risk premiums will further exacerbate 
the situation and make it more and more 
difficult to comply with consolidation. For 
such governments the scope for active 
stabilization policy is therefore narrowly 
limited.122

Proponents of the idea of “expan-
sionary consolidation” therefore advocate 
immediate implementation of drastic aus-
terity measures while the crisis is in pro-
gress. According to the concept of expan-
sionary consolidation, rapid consolidation 
does not necessarily have to reduce eco-
nomic activity, but could, contrary to the 
traditional Keynesian view, possibly even 
cause it to increase. This is based on the 
idea that rapid implementation of consol-
idation will be interpreted by the markets 
as a confidence-building measure, which 
in turn will be rewarded by low interest 
rates (falling risk premiums). But at the 
same time the following paradox can en-
sue: if the government austerity measures 
amplify the economic downturn, fears 
could be triggered that a fall in tax reve-
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the short-term flight to safe investments 
could rapidly reverse itself, a sudden rise 
in the interest rate would jeopardize debt 
sustainability thanks to a high real inter-
est burden: maturing short-term loans 
would have to be refinanced with more 
expensive loans. A long-term financing of 
government securities with terms of 10 or 
more years can, however, hedge against 
this risk.

nue could lead to a further deterioration 
of government finances, thus leading to 
an increase in risk premiums on govern-
ment securities. The more the austerity 
measures hinder growth, the more coun-
terproductive it would be to attempt rapid 
consolidation.

Recent empirical studies, however, 
are very skeptical concerning the possibil-
ity of expansionary consolidation. Alesina 
and Ardagna (2012) argue that consolida-
tion programs which mainly concentrate 
on cutting public spending could have 
an expansionary effect; however, more 
recent papers question the robustness of 
these findings. They cite other factors – 
such as deliberately lowering the nominal 
interest rates in order to induce curren-
cy devaluation – as being crucial for the 
growth stimuli.123 Cushioning through 
a relaxed monetary policy as well as an 
exchange-rate-induced improvement in 
competitiveness are usually hallmarks of 
successful consolidation programs.

The critical challenge lies in de-
veloping mechanisms to ensure stronger 
commitment to consolidation in econom-
ic boom times. The introduction of fiscal 
rules represents a promising avenue. The 
effectiveness of fiscal stabilization can 
be amplified by independent institutions 
(such as fiscal advisory councils) which 
assess compliance with these rules in the 
budgetary process.

To governments which are current-
ly benefiting from the negative long-term 
real interest rates because investors are 
seeking refuge in safe investments, ex-
pansionary consolidation ultimately does 
not make sense. Increased investment in 
productive infrastructure could improve 
debt sustainability, as long as real interest 
rates are lower than the real growth rate. 
In this case, fiscal consolidation during a 
recession would definitely be counterpro-
ductive, as debt sustainability is not the 
problem. Although it is conceivable that 
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The German constitution, or “Basic Law,” 
was amended in 2009 to incorporate the 
“debt brake” as part of the second reform 
of the federal system (Föderalismusre-
form II). Constitutional government debt 
ceilings are not a recent invention, but 
are deeply enshrined in the German con-
stitutional tradition. Given that absolute 
monarchs were perpetually in debt, the 
constitutions of the 19th century provided 
procedural safeguards against exorbitant 
debt by making borrowing contingent on 
parliamentary approval. This parliamen-
tary legal reservation still holds today, 
although its limiting function is insignif-
icant in today’s parliamentary system. 
Some constitutions, such as the Bavarian 
constitution of 1818, already included a 
substantial restriction, as borrowing re-
quired an urgent or extraordinary govern-
ment need as justification. This require-
ment was adopted in the Constitution of 
the German Reich of 1871 and tightened 
by the Weimar Constitution such that not 
only was an extraordinary need required, 
but the borrowed funds could only be 
used for “income generating purposes”. 
This provision was then retained in the 
Basic Law in 1949.

Article 115 of the Basic Law re-
mained unchanged until 1969, when it 
was amended as part of the fiscal reform 
in order to enable the implementation of 
a Keynesian anticyclical fiscal policy and 
to force the government to incorporate 
macroeconomic exigencies when tak-
ing decisions on government borrowing. 
This meant that government investment 
spending should normally be the upper 
limit of net new debt (the “golden rule”). 
Future burdens from borrowing should 

be offset through expenditure benefitting 
future generations. At the same time, the 
amended article provided for the option 
of breaching the limits set by the article 
“to protect against a macroeconomic im-
balance”. The federal states used this as 
a model to establish essentially identical 
provisions. The 1992 Maastricht Treaty 
added to these constraints the permanent 
public-sector national limits of 3 percent 
of GDP for the annual public deficit and 
60 percent of GDP as the upper limit of 
government debt. These have since been 
modified and amended by the Stability 
and Growth Pact and most recently by the 
fiscal pact, but have not been fundamen-
tally changed. Nonetheless, the objective 
of a balanced budget is now being empha-
sized more strongly.

Given the sharp rise in government 
debt and the federal states’ debt problems 
in the aftermath of reunification, the con-
stitutional legislators thought the nation-
al regulations were insufficient and sought 
to replace them with stricter limits, sim-
ilar to the Swiss model – so-called “debt 
brakes”. Article 109 paragraph 3 of the Ba-
sic Law contains three material elements: 
firstly, the general no-borrowing prin-
ciple; secondly, a clause for the flexible 
adjustment to cyclical trends; and third-
ly, a derogation. The article requires the 
budgets of the federal government and the 
federal states to be uniformly balanced by 
2016 (the federal government) and 2020 
(the federal states), essentially without 
revenues from borrowing. Only the Feder-
al Government is allowed to regularly bor-
row up to 0.35 percent of gross domestic 
product. This borrowing does not have to 
be tied to investment expenditure, where-

7. Legal restrictions on government debt
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as the ban on structural indebtedness ap-
plies in full to the federal states. Deroga-
tions should nevertheless be permitted for 
the Federal Government and the federal 
states “to take into account, symmetri-
cally in times of upswing and downswing, 
the effects of market developments that 
deviate from normal conditions“. This 
cyclical component should help to adapt 
fiscal trends to cyclical trends. It increases 
and reduces the fixed debt limit according 
to the economic situation. Furthermore, 
this provision allows for exceptions in the 
event of natural disasters and other un-
controllable and financially significant, 
extraordinary emergency situations; this 
lattermost provision was inserted by con-
stitutional legislators with the financial 
crisis of 2008/2009 in mind. However, 
such increased borrowing needs to be ac-
companied by a repayment schedule. The 
states were obliged to enact appropriate 
regulations. Twelve federal states have al-
ready implemented the provisions (eight 
by amending their state constitutions and 
four through a simple Act), while four had 
not yet implemented the debt brake as 
of March 2015. Although the federal and 
state debt brakes apply to special funds, 
they do not apply to independent public 
corporate entities.

The structure of the German debt 
brake is modelled mostly on the provision 
contained in the Swiss Constitution, which 
was passed in a national referendum in 
2001 and came into effect in 2007 after 
a transition phase. It contains the obliga-
tion “to balance expenditure and revenues 
in the long term”. The Swiss cantons use 
their own, in some cases older, fiscal rules 
that are structured very differently. Legal 
restrictions can also be found in individu-
al states of the United States of America. 
Known as balanced budget requirements, 
they also vary widely between states. They 
apply in some cases to the setting of the 
budget, in others to the passage of the 
budget and in still others, to implemen-
tation, i.e. that the budget has to be bal-

anced at the end of the year. This has to 
be jurisprudentially and technically dis-
tinguished from borrowing constraints, 
which can range from an outright ban to 
restrictions on borrowing expressed in 
currency amounts to procedural require-
ments, such as requiring a referendum 
or a “supermajority”, i.e. a majority of 
parliament that is much greater than 50 
percent. However, in essence, debt limits 
and balanced budget provisions work in a 
fairly similar manner.

The efficacy of legal limits on gov-
ernment debt depends on numerous fac-
tors and does not lend itself to generali-
zations. First of all, it depends on how 
strict the limit itself is: does it govern the 
creation or the passage of the budget, or 
implementing it such that at the end of 
the fiscal year the limits really have to 
be observed? Secondly, it is crucial how 
strict the stipulations are. Absolute or rel-
ative constraints in terms of distinct pa-
rameters such as investment, GDP shares 
or percentages of the overall budget are 
all suitable criteria. Flexible exemption 
clauses generally open up possibilities 
for avoiding a straitjacket by allowing the 
set limit to be breached in order to pre-
vent a macroeconomic imbalance, as was 
permitted under the earlier version of the 
Basic Law.

Finally, the effectiveness depends 
on whether independent authorities can 
carry out controls. Inspections by the 
Federal Court of Auditors can be carried 
out regularly, but do not entail sanc-
tions. In order for the judiciary to effec-
tively take judicial control, the debt limit 
has to be enshrined in the constitution. 
Furthermore, the Federal Constitution-
al Court has to actually be authorized to 
verify compliance with debt limits. For 
instance, US courts, like most Europe-
an constitutional courts, are not author-
ized to verify compliance with balanced 
budget requirements. Germany’s Federal 
Constitutional Court is an exception. Yet 
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enforcement of the European rules by Eu-
ropean Union institutions is essentially a 
political decision as, pursuant to Art. 126 
of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 
European Union (TFEU), the final deci-
sion remains vested with the EU Council 
as a political organ. Even the monitoring 
of the debt limits by the German Federal 
Constitutional Court and the state consti-
tutional courts has not been very success-
ful thus far, as firstly, the courts regularly 
issue rulings only years after the fiscal pe-
riods have been completed and secondly, 
then only identify a violation of the con-
stitution, but cannot redress or punish it 
in any way. 

The limited effectiveness of legal 
debt limits is due to often inevitable loop-
holes, alternative possibilities and evasive 
strategies. The experiences of individual 
US states are particularly instructive, but 
often apply elsewhere, especially also to 
Germany. In some US states, federal debt 
limits frequently lead to debt or certain 
expenditures being shifted to another lev-
el of government. This can be avoided by 
adopting uniform rules at all levels, yet 
these often prove non-enforceable. Yet 
the severest form of evasive action is the 
generally unlimited option of forming le-
gally independent funds or corporate en-
tities that are authorized to borrow inde-
pendently and for which the debt then can 
be serviced by the public sector from the 
overall budget, e.g. public private part-
nerships (PPP). In the USA, only around 
half of the government budgets nation-
wide are therefore covered by the debt lim-
its. The Basic Law of Germany also does 
not preclude this possibility. Consequent-
ly, one frequent problem with rigid debt 
limits is that they cause both the relevant 
expenditure and its debt-based financing 
to be “offshored” from the regular budget. 
Further possibilities of circumventing 
the limits include creative accounting; fi-
nancing through leasing, which does not 
qualify as borrowing; or the assumption 
by the government of long-term liabilities 

(e.g. corporate pensions) against lump-
sum private advance payments; and also 
derivative or other hedging transactions. 
This way, hidden loans running into the 
billions are raised.

The assessment of the overall effec-
tiveness of legal debt limits is therefore 
mixed. In their immediate field of appli-
cation debt ceilings can show impressive 
effects, which are substantially influenced 
by the specific design.124 However, they 
also significantly trigger circumventive 
or evasive actions which lead to debt be-
ing shifted to other levels of government 
or to legally independent funds or public 
legal entities.125 Debt limits are virtually 
impossible to enforce effectively against 
opposition from political decision mak-
ers, especially among governments and 
parliaments. If statutory provisions en-
act a previously existing broad consensus 
among political decision makers, they can 
substantially promote the effective imple-
mentation of the appropriate objectives. 
This is probably why the debt brake is 
more effective in Switzerland.126 In this 
case, the answer can be as simple as en-
acting laws. There are also jurisprudential 
misgivings in some quarters concerning 
what they see as weighing down the con-
stitution by imposing economic-policy ob-
jectives on it.
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8.1 Conclusions

High government debt can lead to mas-
sive problems for society. However, con-
trary to prejudices held by some, govern-
ment debt as such does not necessarily 
have to be detrimental for government 
and society. Depending on the situation, 
(additional) government debt can either 
increase or decrease welfare. Misunder-
standings about government debt abound 
in the public, and these misconceptions 
have to be corrected. It is thus not the ab-
solute amounts of debt and annual deficit 
which determine government debt, but 
rather these two factors as a percentage of 
a nation’s gross domestic product (GDP), 
which is referred to as the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio or deficit ratio and 
which is based on the Maastricht Criteria.

Government debt cannot be com-
pared with private debt, but must rather 
be seen in the context of economic circular 
flow systems. This also applies to future 
debt burdens, which are not identical with 
the tax burden that future generations will 
have to shoulder in order to fund amorti-
zation and interest. The future burden in 
particular depends on the extent that pri-
vate investment is crowded out by public 
sector borrowing and on the amount of 
public investment financed through bor-
rowing.

An expansion of government debt 
as such does not necessarily have to cause 
inflation. As long as monetary policy en-
sures price stability, a surge in borrowing, 
which would threaten the sustainability 
of debt, requires future fiscal modifica-
tions. Historically, no surges in the infla-

tion rate have been observed for a long 
time after periods of high debt overhang 
during financial crises. This is borne out 
by low, even falling inflation rates in the 
past few years, despite massive expansion 
of central bank money in many countries 
around the world.

Although government debt does not 
have only one unique cause, macroeco-
nomic developments are primarily respon-
sible for it. Economic growth has a particu-
larly strong influence on cyclical and trend 
movement of the government debt-to GDP 
ratio. The extremely high rates of increase 
in the debt ratio in the aftermath of bank-
ing crises are prominent. Moreover, polit-
ico-economic determinants add to the ex-
planation, in particular as to why there is 
frequently no consolidation in good times. 
In this context, changes in social values or 
the welfare state as an engine of a rise in 
indebtedness play a subordinate role.

Considering the different causes 
and macroeconomic interrelationships, 
there is no specific percentage of govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio which can be de-
fined ex ante as a threshold beyond which 
governments should expect conditions 
for obtaining credit on capital markets 
to deteriorate or the economy as a whole 
to become caught in a downward spiral. 
This means that high levels of local cur-
rency borrowing are, for instance, far less 
dangerous than indebtedness to non-resi-
dents or in foreign currency.

It has to be the public sector’s fis-
cal policy objective to secure the sustain-
ability of government debt, not so much 
to reduce it to zero or to a pre-determined 

8. Conclusions and recommendations 
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while the US experience has been more 
the opposite. In their immediate area of 
application such debt ceilings can have 
considerable effects, which, admittedly, 
depend on their specific design. But at the 
same time, they often provoke circumven-
tion and evasive action, through which 
indebtedness is merely shifted to other 
federal levels or legally independent le-
gal entities, without meaningfully reduc-
ing total government debt. Similarly, the 
German Basic Law’s debt brake does not 
sufficiently obstruct such possibilities for 
evasion.

8.2 Recommendations

Germany’s present government debt-to-
GDP ratio needs to be reduced in the long 
run in order to guarantee sustainability if 
the real interest rate persistently exceeds 
the real economic growth rate. To this 
end, it is enough to keep further govern-
ment debt growth lower than the growth 
rate of nominal GDP. It is not necessary 
to use budget surpluses to pay down gov-
ernment debt.

The short-term stabilization of the 
economy in times of crisis by increasing 
public spending and borrowing to match 
it does not necessarily run counter to the 
objective of long-term consolidation.

If the real interest rate is persis-
tently lower than the real rate of economic 
growth, the sustainability of public financ-
es is assured. In this situation, the govern-
ment can expand both sides of its balance 
sheet without incurring financing prob-
lems. It is then possible to borrow by is-
suing long-term government bonds on the 
liability side and to increase the value of 
those assets which directly generate earn-
ings and indirectly enhance productivi-
ty on the asset side of the balance sheet. 
Thus, GDP growth can contribute increas-
ingly toward consolidating the govern-
ment debt-to-GDP ratio in the long run.

absolute level of government debt. Sus-
tainability is also influenced by various 
factors. Again, economic growth has to be 
mentioned first. High growth automati-
cally reduces government debt-to-GDP 
ratio, by generating higher tax revenues 
and leading to lower social welfare ex-
penditure, i.e. lower deficits or even sur-
pluses. Moreover, the debt-to-GDP ratio 
falls in inverse proportion to GDP growth.

If the real interest rate on govern-
ment debt is perpetually lower than the 
real economic growth rate, the debt is sus-
tainable. If the real interest rate is higher 
than the real economic growth rate in the 
long run, the primary balance – the differ-
ence between current public revenue and 
public expenditure less interest payments 
on existing government debt – has to show 
a surplus. Otherwise the share of interest 
payments in the public budget will further 
increase and limit the public sector’s scope.

Moreover, the development of gov-
ernment debt has to be viewed in conjunc-
tion with the development of government 
assets, which do not chart in government 
debt-to-GDP ratio. Of course the rela-
tionship between government assets and 
government debt cannot be compared to 
the balance of private assets and private 
debt, problems of measurement being 
just one of the reasons. At the same time, 
both are connected through public sector 
investment activity, and borrowing for 
asset building should be viewed more fa-
vorably than borrowing for consumption. 
In addition, the sustainability of govern-
ment debt also depends on the level of 
implicit debt as well as the covert govern-
ment debt outsourced to funds and other 
quangos. Finally, the potential impact of 
demographic developments on economic 
growth also influences sustainability.

The effects of legal debt limits on 
government borrowing vary from one 
country to another. In Switzerland, the 
experiences have tended to be positive, 
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Fiscal policy fixation on reducing 
government debt makes just as little sense 
as lowering government debt to zero. Be-
sides, fiscal policy is obliged both econom-
ically and legally to also take into account 
the objectives of economic growth and 
high employment. Consequently, it should 
advocate a level of public investment that 
is indispensable for future economic 
growth. This is even more pertinent as the 
thesis of expansionary consolidation, i.e. 
using a rigorous government austerity to 
enhance economic growth is highly con-
troversial.

Given the strong link between gov-
ernment debt crises and banking crises, 
enhancing the financial sector’s resilience 
to crises is also advisable in terms of the 
long-term stabilization of the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio. Stronger regulation of 
the financial sector can significantly con-
tribute to this end.

In the last twenty years public sec-
tor investments dropped dramatically. 
Despite all the problems in drawing a line 
between investment and consumption 
expenditure in government budgets, this 
trend should be reversed and public-sec-
tor investment should be increased. This 
is even more pertinent as the incentives 
for the financing of public investments 
that had been included in the borrowing 
provisions of Article 115 of the Basic Law 
were eliminated upon the adoption of the 
new constitutional debt brake in 2009.

Finally the transparency of the pub-
lic budget should be improved. The tradi-
tional cameralistic (single-entry) govern-
ment accounting system is in essence a 
simple list of revenue and expenditure. 
It does not reflect altogether, or does not 
sufficiently reflect, implicit government 
debt, the indebtedness of partially gov-
ernment-owned entities, government 
funds and quangos (e.g. social insurance), 
on the one hand, as well as the net asset 
position of the public sector, on the other. 

However, the jury is out on whether the 
situation will be improved by introducing 
double-entry accounting or by reporting 
additional data within the framework of, 
or as a complement to, single-entry ac-
counting. At any rate, political decision 
makers as well as the public require great-
er transparency, higher-quality govern-
ment accounting and a much larger vol-
ume of information on the state of public 
finances, in order to make a realistic as-
sessment of the fiscal scope and to make 
sensible decisions that are sustainable for 
the future.
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Notes

1 See the following link for the videos of all the lectures: http://www.jfki.fu-berlin.de/faculty/economics/research/holt-
frerich/symposium/index.html.

2 Holtfrerich, Carl-Ludwig (ed.). Government Debt in Democracies: Causes, Effects, and Limits. Special Issue of Ger-
man Economic Review, 15 (2014), pp. 1-271.

3 Unfortunately, as of September 2013 Wolfgang Streeck’s involvement in the working group’s deliberations and the 
compilation of the report ended due to a research project in the United States.

4 I would like to thank the following student assistants who, over various periods of time, were very committed to and 
involved in the coordination of the project and assisted with the research: Antonia Carl, Farina Casselmann, Stephanie 
Feser, Jonas Horstkemper, Christian Kusch, Christian Lüdde and Valerie Ross.

5 In economic literature and accordingly in language used in economic policy the same phenomenon can be found for 
the term “debt-to-GDP ratio”. As this ratio can be calculated for every sector of the economy, we prefer the term “gov-
ernment debt-to-GDP ratio” for the public sector version of this ratio.

6 The twice-yearly “Eurobarometer” survey asks the question “In your opinion, what are the two most important prob-
lems our country is presently facing?” Since the second half of 2010 government debt has been on the list of possible 
answers. Whereas only 14 to 19 percent of the surveyed EU average chose this option, in Germany it was 17 to 40 
percent of those surveyed. See European Commission (2010-2014).

7 On this see from the 1990s: Kantzenbach (ed.) (1996). And from the Bundesbank: Schlesinger et al. (1993). Greiner et 
al. (2006), Fincke and Greiner (2011), Burret et al. (2013) are newer contributions.

8 In the 1932 election campaign, the Democratic Party candidate Franklin D. Roosevelt accused President Herbert 
Hoover of running up debt, only to incur even higher budget deficits after taking office.

9 Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis (2013).

10 The increase of the value added tax by three percentage points only came into force on 1 January 2007 and additional 
public revenue was only generated as of that year.

11 The government debt-to-GDP ratio rose from 65.2 percent in 2007 to 82.4 percent in 2010. In 2012 it was 81.9 
percent. According to the German Federal Ministry of Finance (Bundesfinanzministerium, or BMF) the government 
debt-to-GDP ratio due to bank bailouts was up by 11.1 percent of GDP in 2012. The measures taken during the EU debt 
crisis (European Financial Stability Facility, EFSF; European Stability Mechanism, ESM) were 2.5 percent in the same 
year. The BMF expects that the government debt ratio will drop to around 69 percent of GDP due to cutbacks in the 
portfolio of the bad banks of the WestLB and Hypo Real Estate until 2019. See also Bundesministerium der Finanzen 
(2013), p. 32.

12 See Kastrop et al. (eds.) (2010), p. 86. In its meeting of 27-28 November 2008 the Scientific Advisory Council to the 
Federal Ministry of Finance (BMF) sent a letter to Minister Steinbrück, in which it proposed a substantial stimulus 
package to stabilize the German economy following the Lehman insolvency, which it linked to the demand to intro-
duce a debt brake, as it believed that this could “strengthen the trust of investors and consumers in the soundness of 
public finances and would therefore also help increase the effect of the current fiscal momentum” (p. 67). See Wissen-
schaftlicher Beirat beim BMF (2008), pp. 63-68. On 4 December 2008 Ingolf Deubel and Peter Struck published an 
article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung suggesting the adoption of a German debt brake, arguing along similar 
lines.

13 See in particular Reinhart and Rogoff (2009), but also Konrad and Zschäpitz (2010).

14 In the last eleven years a large part of German savings have been invested abroad, as the very high German current 
account surpluses show. From 2006 to 2014 these were between 5.6 and 7.6 percent of GDP. They mirror German net 
capital exports. Instead of the aforementioned domestic sectors, non-residents borrowed from Germany to the extent 
of the current account surpluses. From 2002 to 2014 the accumulated current account surpluses amounted to 1,769 
billion euro. Deutsche Bundesbank (2015).

15 Dickson (1967). This process of the modernization of public finances had already begun around 100 years prior to the 
English Glorious Revolution in the Dutch province of Holland; see Hart (1997); Gelderblom and Jonker (2011).

16 The Prussian king made his first constitutional promise in the financial edict of 27 October 1810, a second in the regu-
lation of 22 May 1815 and the third in the law on government debt of 17 January 1820.

17 This here includes only loans with a maturity of more than one year borrowed for the purpose of funding expenditure 
that is not covered by other revenue. These have to be distinguished from short-term loans, which should only bridge 
cash deficits that result from short-term disparities between revenues and expenditure during current fiscal years (see 
§ 18 of the Bundeshaushaltsordnung (BHO)).

18 In England perpetual bonds already emerged in the 18th century (pension debt, so-called funded debt). The creditor 
is not entitled to redemption payments, but is only entitled to the payment of an agreed interest (his pension). The 
debtor (government), however, has reserved the right to repay debt – e.g. if interest rates are low – in order to borrow 
again at more favorable conditions.

19 One can use figures from 2013 to illustrate the relationship between public net and gross borrowing at federal level. In 
2013 net borrowing was 22.1 billion euro (BMF Monthly Report, January 2014), while gross borrowing was more than 
ten times higher, i.e. 238.6 billion euro (BMF Monthly Report, March 2014).
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20 On recording public net wealth with the assistance of double-entry accounting, see Box 2 below section 4.6.

21 The debt character of implicit government debt can, however, not be completely denied. This becomes clear when 
one looks at such obligations of private corporations. When preparing the balance sheet, it is self-evident that, for 
instance, obligations to present and former employees to pay corporate pensions have to be taken into account in the 
form of reserves on the liability side of the balance sheet. Similarly such claims on private employers self-evidently 
form part of the assets of the claimant. In analogy, the pension entitlements vis-á-vis the public sector can also be seen 
as near-asset entitlements. If one includes the implicit government debt in a country such as Germany or any other 
country with a similarly well-developed welfare state, then the level of government debt will increase to several times 
the annual economic output.

22 Lerner (1948), p. 256. Section 5 addresses the problems posed by this point of view.

23 On this and the following passages on the history of economic theory see Holtfrerich (2013, 2014).

24 Wagner (1863), p. 1. 

25 Keynes (1924). In costly wars this “means of taxation” is regularly used. In German history, high inflation has already 
twice led to de facto government debt relief: after each of the two World Wars.

26 See also von Hayek (1930), pp. 387-429, who pointed out that the use of higher savings through more investment 
activity plays an important role also in macroeconomic context.

27 Gandenberger (1980).

28 Lindholm (1950), p. 571, already juxtaposed these alternatives. Also cited by Dettweiler (1969), p. 123.

29 Dolls et al. (2012).

30 Eucken (1964), pp. 174, 177. See also Barro (1979).

31 Von Stein (1871), p. 666.

32 Sachverständigenrat (2007), para. 116, p. 73.

33 Wissenschaftlicher Beirat beim Bundesministerium der Finanzen (2007). Bundesverfassungsgericht/BVerfG, 2 BvF 
1/04 of 9 July 2007, para. 133.

34 Wissenschaftlicher Beirat beim Bundeswirtschaftsministerium/BMWi (2008), p. 20. 

35 Eichengreen (2002).

36 Jordà et al. (2013b).

37 Laeven and Valencia (2012), Schularick (2012).

38 Laeven and Valencia (2012).

39 Schularick (2012).

40 Schularick and Taylor (2012).

41 Jordà et al. (2013a).

42 The seminal work to read is Buchanan and Wagner (1977).

43 See section 5.1.

44 Nordhaus (1975), Tufte (1978). Most recently with a specific focus: de Haan (2014).

45 Cf. Roubini and Sachs (1989); for further sources see Wagschal (1996), pp. 95-109, 218-224.

46 Initial approach in: Kirschen (1964), p. 227.

47 Schick (1993), Steinmo (1995), Wagschal (1998).

48 Alesina and Tabellini (1990), Persson and Svensson (1989).

49 Cf. Wagschal (1996), pp. 119-126. and Wagschal (1998), pp. 229-232. Pettersson-Lidbom (2001).

50 Cf. e.g. Roubini and Sachs (1989), Persson and Tabellini (2003), pp. 81-94.; 179-183. Schaltegger and Feld (2009).

51 Alesina and Drazen (1991).

52 Cf. de Haan and Sturm (1997).

53 Alesina and Perotti (1995), De Haan et al. (1999), Perotti and Kontopoulos (2002).

54 Cf. von Hagen (1992), Hallerberg et al. (2009).

55 Niskanen (1968), idem (1971), pp. 36-42.

56 Dahrendorf (2009).

57 Deutsche Bundesbank (2014b).

58 Deutsche Bundesbank (2011, 2013). 

59 See Sachverständigenrat (2007), para. 27, pp. 22-24.

60 For the derivation of this relationship also see Kirchgässner (2005).

61 A surprising strong increase of the price level could on a one-off basis, however, bring down the real burden of the 
nominal non-inflation-indexed debt. As soon as the economic agents anticipate such a rise, this is no longer possible 
(see section 6.1 on government debt, monetary policy and inflation).

62 On seigniorage see e.g. Black (1992).

63 See e.g. Diamond (1965).
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64 Cf. Phelps (1961), von Weizsäcker (1962), Frey (1970).

65 For an overview of historical developments see e.g. Jordà et al. (2013a).

66 See e.g. Blanchard and Weil (2001).

67 Cf. Feldstein (1977), Homburg (1991, 2014).

68 A more detailed presentation can be found in von Weizsäcker (2014).

69 For more on how this relationship is derived see also Kirchgässner (2005).

70 Deutscher Bundestag (2012), p. 80.

71 Wagschal (1996).

72 Ziffzer (1980), p. 123.

73 Reinhart and Rogoff (2010).

74 Petersen et al. (2012), p. 2. For a more extensive discussion of the negotiation process see: Dyson and Featherstone 
(1999), James (2012).

75 The ECB is the source of the data in this paragraph, in particular its “Statistics Pocket Book”, which is updated on a 
monthly basis and can be accessed online.

76 Romp and de Haan (2007), p. 6. The increasing use of public private partnerships (PPP) since around 1990 to carry 
out public investment projects is evidence of scarce public resources, but could also be an indication of the higher 
productivity of private investments in which the public sector would like to participate.

77 Streeck and Mertens (2011) recently also wrote on these topics.

78 The net wealth of the government sector in Germany, i.e. the value of its gross assets minus its debt, fell from 800 
billion euro in 1991 to almost zero euro in 2012. See Deutsche Bundesbank und Statistisches Bundesamt (2013). These 
statistics are controversial: it is far more difficult to assess gross assets of the government sector than those at of pri-
vate enterprises, as usually there are no market prices for the components of government assets. The Federal Statisti-
cal Office calculates the public sector’s capital stock from previous public investments. However, given the outsourcing 
of certain parts of public services to the private sector and genuine privatization of assets, this approximation may be 
too imprecise.

79 Aschauer’s article (1989) prompted this more recent research.

80 Sturm et al. (1996).

81 Romp and de Haan (2007).

82 KfW (2013). Eberlein and Klein-Hitpaß (2012).

83 A summarized description of cameralistic (single-entry) and commercial accounting along with their respective 
strengths and weaknesses can be found in: Sturm (1999), pp. 14-42. See also: Diemer (1996), pp. 9-52. Diemer recom-
mends switching from cameralistic (single-entry) to double-entry accounting.

84 Burth and Gnädinger (2015).

85 In this the budget items are essentially arranged according to the products of the respective public administration, e.g. 
of municipalities into “fire brigade”, “sports facilities”, “roads”, etc.

86 Burth and Gnädinger (2015).

87 Sachverständigenrat (2007), p. 75.

88 The municipality of Wiesloch in the state of Baden-Württemberg took the lead. In a pilot project based on double-en-
try accounting it drew up an opening balance sheet for 1 January 1996. See: Raupach and Stangenberg (2009), p. 7.

89 Another explanation relates to the privatization of public tasks and assets as is being currently conducted by munic-
ipalities. The municipalities, which carry out a large share of the public investments and can consequently generate 
revenues through the sale of assets, were probably the first to realize that selling off assets to cover current spending 
is not a sustainable policy. Such failures are always exposed by double-entry accounting. For comments on further 
“weaknesses” of cameralistic (single-entry) accounting see Adam (2004), p. 132.

90 This increase was mainly due to demographic changes, namely the inversion of the population pyramid as a result of 
declining birth rates and higher life expectancy. To this must be added the rising costs of health care and caring for the 
elderly.

91 For an overview with further references: Wissenschaftlicher Beirat beim BMWi (2013).

92 On this topic also see Lüder (2003).

93 Charts 15 to 17 update a corresponding analysis of the Sachverständigenrat (2011). See Werding (2014).

94 Blankart (2011), pp. 370-1. According to the findings of Blanchard et al. (1990).

95 Musgrave et al. (1989).

96 Ricardo (1817, chapter XVII) only considered one-time debt to cover extraordinary expenditure, such as the financing 
of a war. Even if it does not change the real situation of private economic actors on the whole, he rejects government 
debt. He prefers (just as with “normal” public expenditure) financing through taxes, as “[i]t is a system which tends to 
make us less thrifty – to blind us to our real situation.” (p. 163) Ricardo implies fiscal illusion. On this also see Church-
man (2001), pp. 36-39.

97 On this topic see Buchanan’s description and critique of this “new orthodoxy”, Buchanan (1958), pp. 5-8.

98 Ricardo (1820, p. 187) noted that as taxpayer one can – at least to some extent – evade the burden through shifting 
repayment to future generations. Modigliani (1961) also pointed out this problem.

99 O’Driscoll (1977).
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100 See e.g. Stanley (1998).

101 Modigliani (1961), p. 736, sees three possibilities to influence the output of future generations: (i) depletion of natural 
resources that will no longer be available at a later stage, (ii) the influence of advances in technology as well as (iii) 
changes in the physical capital stock. Public borrowing can also crowd out private investments when there is underem-
ployment, which is, however, less likely.

102 If the interest rate is lower than the growth rate, government debt that increases the interest rate and aligns it more 
closely with the growth rate can also improve welfare. See Diamond (1965).

103 Konrad (2010), pp. 150-1, on the other hand, argues that all who call for more intergenerational justice represent the 
interests of the generations to come.

104 See Buchanan (1966).

105 See the example in Rosen (1999), p. 432.

106 Also see Brennan (2011).

107 Most economists agree that this is the rule and will presumably also apply to Germany in the future. Some economists, 
however, reject this idea.

108 See Blanchard (1993).

109 One can also argue that future generations will definitely be better off due to expected economic growth and will 
therefore better be able to carry the burden. (See e.g. Scherf (2009), p. 430.) But this does not change the fact that 
politically it is the relative income situation, not the absolute income situation that particularly matters.

110 Also see Andel (1969). Fehr et al. (1995) point out that the turnover tax has become less regressive.

111 Also see Gandenberger (1970).

112 Taylor (2014).

113 Base money, also known as the monetary base, is the money stock directly controlled by the central bank; it is there-
fore also referred to as central bank money. The money stock in the private sector (such as the monetary aggregate 
M3) can strongly differ from this (see chart 20).

114 Compared to the US, Great Britain and Switzerland, the increase in the euro area was rather moderate.

115 Cf. Leeper (2013).

116 Cf. Sims (2013) as well as Leeper and Zhou (2013).

117 Cf. e.g. Bernholz (1982) as well as Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).

118 Woodford (2011) and Eggertsson (2014) provide a theoretical analysis of the relevant factors. For a general overview 
cf. Illing and Watzka (2014).

119 As Auerbach and Gorodnichenko (2012) illustrate, the multiplier effects of government spending are significantly 
higher during recessions than during times of boom.

120 Cf. Farhi and Werning (2012).

121 Cf. Auerbach (2009).

122 Cf. Müller (2014).

123 E.g. Jayadev and Konczal (2010), Guajardo et al. (2011), Perotti (2013) or Jordà and Taylor (2013).

124 Heun (2014), Auerbach (2014), Burret and Feld (2014), Sutherland et al. (2005), Bohn and Inman (1996).

125 Von Hagen (1992) and Heun (2014).

126 Feld and Kirchgässner (2008), Krogstrup and Wälti (2008), Kirchgässner (2013, 2014).
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